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Chapter 1 
THE PROBLEM AH0 1T3 LITBR&TORS
The primary problem la this study Is to determine the 
charae terlstIcs of alms for the teaching of 'science in the 
elementary and secondary schools from 1002 to 1032 bjs
(a) making a collection of alms proposed by curriculum 
makers as outlined in courses of study, authors of 
textbooks In science, college teachers of education, 
college teachers of. science,, high school teachers of 
science, national committees, and authors of related 
research studies
(b) analysing the alms to show Ifl
1* the form of egression Is general or detailed
2. the purpose expressed In the alms Is to acquire 
and develop knowledge and Information, abilities 
and habits, attitudes ■and appreciations a proc­
ess of thought, or to use ability and Information 
for vocational and cultural purposes, or for pro­
moting further learning
3# the emphasis expressed in the aims Is upon learn­
ing content, sentimental, transfer, or disciplin­
ary values, types of desired behavior, materials 
and methods of science, or the value of science 
to other fields*
Meaning of Terms
In this study toe term elementary school Includes all 
grades from one to six Inclusive, and the tern secondary 
school includes all grades from seven to twelve inclusive*
The terms aims and objectives are to be considered Inter­
changeable* All terms Involved in analysing the aims are 
defined in a later chapter devoted to the analysis*
remit of any natural process brought to concloneriesr and
mde u factor to detemtoing p @ ^ t  observation -and eholo#
to the # f  of acting* It signifies that the activity has
2
became intelligent,*1 According- to Home., *Th© aim Is tm 
encl. In view, toe termination of some piecess**
e
In tliis study, therefore, an ato or objective will be 
regarded as an and to view or as a goal to be attained*
of Previous Objective Audios
Several collections of objectives to toe school
been mad# .to the past i
■0 probably, w e  toe ones of' Pendleton t o
rlteg to 24fcesmtiog*
*- 3
Pendleton exsaatoed several major sources to BhgXlsh 
order to- draw tip a catalog of social objectives* After
1#S8I atro, bo evaluated t o m  an too basis of Importance 
toe ecttSD&sl&i
r# « 
p. 129
it
Home, H* H* *Th0 Paaooratlc Philosophy of Edneatlorn* 
H&eg&Uats* pp.* 13S-;
3
k ,  c« s *
George Peabody Coll 
1024
of School togllsfr* 
:ivlllo, Tennessee,
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1
Schooling made a collection of objectives to order* to 
determine the worthy outcomes to junior high school mathe­
matics# He selected 520 objectives and submitted them to a 
jury or ten, consisting or five teachers of mathematics and 
five prominent men in general education* H© asked each nan 
to select on his own judgment the objectives to be used to 
junior high school mathematics* Any objective held worthy
by three members in each group was considered acceptable4 
2
Bergen and a group of twenty-four students to the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin during the summer session of 1930 made 
a collection of the objectives of the teaching of science 
for two purposes^ first* to discover* classify* clarify, 
and define the general objectives of . science teaching! second* 
to determine as far as possible which objective should receive 
the major emphasis to governing the choice of subject matter 
and the method of teaching science* The group collected a 
reasonable ej&hanstive list and ranked each objective on the 
basis of personal judgment* Objectives which were selected 
were divided into eight classifications*
. . —  , _  ,
Schorf&ng, Ealeigb* "A tentative hist of Objectives to 
the teaching of Junior High School Mathematics with Inves­
tigations for Determining Their Validity*” George Wahr,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. ' 1925*
2
Bergen, L* H* and others* ^Objectives of .Science Teach­
ing#” School Selene© and Mathematics, 31s 550-9.
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1
Jackson made a study to determine the aims of science
teaching in the junior high school* He examined 169
sources*--books , courses of study, and magazine articles and
selected twenty*-three most frequently mentioned aims for the
teaching of general science in the junior high school •
2
Watkins.' collected objectives to aid him in making a 
study of the effect of project teaching in general science* 
Beusser made a study of aims in biology to determine 
the Important aims governing general biology* A •question­
naire containing eight aims of general biology was sent to 
■three hundred thirty-seven teachers in the schools of the 
Worth Central Association* He lists five aims in the order
of Importance as revealed by the study*
4
lacker made a study to determine the -most important 
aims in general science* He compared the aims In five
1
Jackson,. J* W* "Aims in Junior- High School Science Teach­
ing*R Fifth Yearbook, Department of Superintendence,,
B. E* A* Washington, D* 0*.
2
Watkins, B* K* "The Technique and Value of Project Teach­
ing in General Science*'" Doctor1 a Thesis, University of 
Missouri* General Science Quarterly FIX, ‘ 235-56, May, 1923* 
Fill, 311^41, Wovember, 1923* VUX, 38-7-42, January 1924*
3
Beusser, W* C. "The Status of General Biology in the High. 
Schools of the Worth Central States*" School Science and 
Mathematics,. 23, 258-61, March, 1923.
4
Decker, W* B* "The Articulation of General Science with 
the Special Sciences." Master1s Thesis, (Unpublished)
Digest by author* School Science and Mathematics:,. 25,
toe chief emphasis on preparation for latter science courses*
1
Crecellius tilled to determine toe objectives of general
science^. He collected a number of objectives which bad
been need in previous studies# current magazines and new
text books* toes© aims- were listed and sent to superintend
dents for dl&t r ibution to teachers of science* who were
asked to .read toe list and indicate toe alms that they con#
sldered most acceptable for the teaching of general science*
Be listed twelve -aims that' were selected by teachers of
general science*
2
Craig made a study of ob jectives to determine a ten*
ir
tative list of objectives from which to construct a course 
in science for the grades* toe analysis was made from four 
sources and then submitted for criticism to twenty profes­
sors and instructors in science and education* Eleven main
objectives and seventy-five sub-objectives were selected*
3
frultt mad© a study of objectives in general science* 
One purpose of this study was- to determine toe aims of
1 ‘
Crecellius, Philippine, "A Report of Objectives in Gen- 
oral Science*” School Science and Mathematical 23*. 313- 
19, April* 1923*
2
Craig* 0* S. ”Certain Techniques Used in Developing a 
■ Course of Study for Horace Mann Elementary School* ” 
Doctor*© Dissertation# Contributions to Education, -Ho*
276# Hew York, Teachers College# Columbia University* 1927*
3
Fruitt* 0* M* ”Status of General Selene© as Revealed 
Through State and City Courses of Study*n General Science 
Quarterly XXX, 367-81* January# 1928*

of the Individual a socially more useful end intelligent
citizen# Hie alma collected to I M s  study, while not 
exhaustive, ere sufficiently comprehensive to give a true 
picture of toe extent to which, such a program has become 
established throughout toe period studied*
fhis work was first undertoken to connection with the 
curriculum revision carried out by the Department of Educa~ 
tion to Virginia to order to get a composite Idea of desir­
able aims for toe teaching of science*, ft is hoped that 
this study may result to improving toe aims for science 
teaching to the state curriculum program*.
Chapter 2
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Hi© author undertook to list all to© aims he could 
find in to© source material available to him at to© College 
of William and Mary* The aims listed In tola study were- 
compiled from toe following sources i
1. Thirteen educational hooks by prominent educators
2« Twenty-four science hooks used In elementary and 
secondary schools
3# Two Yearbooks of to© National Education Association, 
Department of Sup erintendence
4* Six courses of study in science used in states and 
cities
5* Two bulletins of to© National Education Association
6# Twenty-two articles on .science from magazines and 
other publications
A total of 99D aims were listed, of which 236 were 
elementary aims and 754 were secondary aims* Many of the 
aims are w r y  similar, but the list does not contain an aim 
whose wording exactly duplicates an aim previously cited*
Not infrequently aims were found which did duplicate the 
wording of -an aim already listed*-' la such cases toe second 
aim was discarded and credit was given to the author who 
first published to© aim*
In the total list of aims, which comprise to© Appendix, 
those aims concerned with elementary science teaching are 
given first and follow the serial numbers 1-236*. They are
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divided according to sources Into the f ollowing classifica­
tions* ?
a*. Those taken from courses of study 
b* Those taken from text books 
o* Those proposed, by educators 
d# Those proposed by committees
The aims concerned with the teaching of science In the 
secondary school follow serial numbers 1-764* They are 
divided into the .following classificationst 
a* Those taken from courses of study 
b* Those takes from text-, books 
c* Those proposed by educates 
d* Those proposed by eoumdttees
e* those proposed by scientists and college teachers-
of science
f* -Those proposed in related objective studies 
Following- each aim#:- in parentheses. Is the name of toe 
author, date published, and source number In the general 
bibliography^ for examples (Craig, 1927 s 56). This refer­
ence la to an article written by -Craig,- published in 1927 in
toe source numbered 56 in the general bibliography at to© 
end of Chapter five* if a second author later published toe 
.sans© aim, a second parenthesis enclosing toe name of toe 
author, date of publication, and bibliography number is added 
to toe original statement of toe aim*
The bibliography of all sources, from which ■aims were 
listed Is at toe end of Chapter five* It is arranged in toe
sided as tor its form of statement. Its principal stated 
purpose, and its chief point of emphasis. A second inde­
pendent analysis was made and the resulting classification 
was compared with that of the first analysis* The classi­
fication of approximately eighty-five percent of the aims 
was found to be toe same In both cases#- later a third inde­
pendent classification of the remaining aims was mad©*- A 
comparison with toe first two results showed an agreement 
of this third classification with either toe first- or second* 
The third classification was therefore accepted as correct* 
The results are recorded in Tables 1* and 2* in Chapter 
tore©*
Summarization tables were constructed showing the num­
ber of aims listed under each form of statement, each pupil 
purpose* and each point of emphasis* for each year covered
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in tola study* This Information is recorded to Tables 3 
and 4 to Chapter four*
The Information obtained from the analysis of toe aims 
■and the conclusions drawn from it are smnmarized to Chapter 
five*
wliieh number 236 are proposed for the teaching of science
in the elementary school and 754 for the secondary school*
In order to determine the Characteristics of each aim*
)
©able 1 and ©able 2* classifying the elementary and secon­
dary aims respectively* have been developed*
In each table Column 1 shows the number of the aim in
rj
the general list* Column 2 names the author of the aim* 
Column 3 gives the date of publication of the aim*.’ and 
Column. 4 states the source*
Column 5 and Column 6 * Indicate the form of statement 
of the aim and show whether the aim is general or detailed* 
Columns 7* 8, 9* 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 indicate the 
purpose expressed in the ’aim as follows5 Column 7— to 
acquire attitudes or appreciations* Column 8— to acquire 
ImowXedge or information. Column f— to acquire abilities 
or habits, Column 10--to acquire a process of thought*
Column 11--to arouse and develop Interests or hobbles*
Column 12— to use ability and Information for vocational 
purposes* Column 13— to use ■information for cultural pur­
poses* Column 14— to- acquire information for further learn­
ing*
Columns 15* 16, 17* 18* 19, 20* 21, and 22 show Whether
M m  two following lllus t rat ions serve to show too man­
ner 1» which too mtxm are scored to Tables 1 and 2»
^T© know that some animals change their form, and appear­
ance as a part of their regular growth and development” 
(Craig, 1027; 56)
Thle aim is scored to Table % as follows; 30 tinder
Column. 1,. Craig under Column 2, 1927 tinder Column 3,. 0#„ of' S*
to indicate Course of Study under Column 4, X to tomcat© a
detailed form of statement,under Column 6, X to indicate to©
pupil purpose is to acquire knowledge or information under
totumn 8,. and, X to • indicate that toe aim emphasised learning
content under Column lS*
^Biology ha© a special value to education because of 
to© discipline which It gives to© mind engaged to Its 
study11 Chloyd and Biglow, 19041 21}
This aim is scored to Table 2- as follows; 634 uader
Column 1, lloyd and Biglow under Column 2, 1904 under Column
3, S* and O* T* S. to indicate Scientists and College Teachers
of Science under Column 4, X to Indicate a general fore of
statement under Column 5# X to indicate to© pupil purpose.
is to acquire a process of thought under Column 10, and X
In scoring the aims it was necessary to arrive at a 
definite Interpretation to he, placed on many of the-< terms 
involved* Aims which are scored as ^General” offer the 
development of no specific or concrete ability* skill* habit* 
or understanding*
Alms which are scored as lfl^tailed#* offer the develop* 
mentof a specific and excrete ability.*, skill*, or under**
Aims which are scored wader nTo acquire a process of 
thought1* propose to encourage a pupil to think along lines 
of scientific methods and procedures or refer to steps < in 
thinking*
•Alms which are scored -under tfknumerates learning eon* 
tent11 place emphasis upon the learning of scientific inform 
nation and knowledge* Hiey cite facts or Information to be 
learned*
Alms which are scored under "'^presses sentimental val­
ue sfl seek to .glorify science*,. , Ihey -.express the emotional 
point of view of' the m m  who states-the aim*; They imply 
the attitude of what a wonderful { falsely sentimental > thing 
science is* ■
Alms which are scored under "Stresses transfer values** 
seek to carry over skills* understandings^ attitudes* or 
principles acquired In science or in some scientific situs* 
tlon in such a way that skill* knowledge* understanding* or 
•attitude in -another subject or situation may be Influenced^-
Page 20
M m  which are scored tinder ,fStresses mental discipline
mines11 seek to put toe mind of toe pupil throu^x some form
Aims which are scored under "Sets op herpes of desired 
behavior11 emphasise .toe development of specific patterns of' 
conduct*
Aims which are scored under "Stresses toe m i n e  of 
materials and information of science11 emphasise toe min e  
of- scientific knowledge* subject matter#., and tools*-
AS.wb which are- scored under "Stresses toe value of 
methods of science11 emphasise toe development of scientific 
attitudes*
Aims which are scored under 11 Stresses toe value of 
science to other fields1* emphasise the close .relationship 
existing between science and other fields of learning*:
Page 21
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Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
at H at ai it at it i m ft Stresses value of materials and 
information 
of science
M It at at ft
it Stresses 
methods of 
science
at Stresses value of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies CO
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
informatibn 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies W
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
informatibn 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
informatibn 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
informatibn 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates 
learning 
content '
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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Page
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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A
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes
appreciations
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
'science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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or
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To acquire 
abilities 
or 
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
• information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
m H m m It H H N m m m f t It m * K m i t M H Enumerateslearning
content
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53
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses 
tran sfer 
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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or
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knowledge 
or
information
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To acquire 
abilities 
or 
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for fu rther  
learning
a a A * n X X X a a X X
Enumerates
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content
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sentimental
values
n n X H A X X X
.Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
-
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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attitudes
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To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for fu rther 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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or
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knowledge 
or
information
14 M Ml H If M *
To acquire 
abilities 
or 
habits.
K at If I f
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
M I t i«
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
m
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
Ml
To acquire 
information 
for fu rther 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
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Expresses
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values
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Stresses
transfer
values
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Stresses mental 
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Sets up types 
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behavior
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Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
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Stresses 
methods of 
science
I t
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
attitudes 
or
appreciations
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G
W
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M
m M I t I t f t m n w
To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
m m H f t
To acquire 
abilities 
or 
habits
N
To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
* f t
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
I t f t
To use 
information 
fo r cultural 
purposes
M ft m
To acquire 
information 
for fu rther  
learning
I t
Enumerates
learning
content
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H
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I t
Expresses
sentimental
values
m t§ K K X
Stresses
transfer
values
- Stresses mental discipline 
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Sets up types 
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behavior
n H  , m M m m m I t ft
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
m H ft
Stresses 
methods of 
science
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Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
knowledge 
or
information
To acquire 
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To acquire 
a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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To acquire 
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inf ormati on
To acquire 
abilities
habits
To acquire 
a process 
of
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
interests 
or hobbies
To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further 
learning
Enumerates
learning
content
Expresses
sentimental
values
Stresses
transfer
values
Stresses mental 
discipline 
values
Sets up types 
of desired 
behavior
Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
other fields
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a process 
of 
thought
To arouse or 
develop 
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To use ability or 
information for 
vocational 
purpose
To use 
information 
for cultural 
purposes
To acquire 
information 
for further  
learning
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Stresses value 
of materials and 
information 
of science
Stresses 
methods of 
science
Stresses value 
of science to 
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for further 
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transfer 
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of science
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To use 
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'Table 1* Table 4 summarize® to# secondary elate classified
to Table 2*
Table Z shows toe number- of elementary aim© which t@i# 
listed tor each year from 1902 bo- 1932, and Table 4 show© 
toe number of seeondery aims listed tor each year during 
tots period* These data w e  indicated in tkftowm. 2 of each 
table. Columns 0 and 4 show toe number of general and detail** 
ed aims in each table tor toe years indicated* Colutteas 6,
6, T:i 0# 9* 10, 11, and 10 show toe number of alma expressing 
the type of stated purpose Indicated above each column tor 
toe years aa stated* Columns la, 14, 15, 16, IT,- 16, 19, 
and 20 toom toe number of alias empliasiclng toe rallies stated 
shore toe -columns tor toe years as indicated*
Tentative construction of Tables- 3 end 4 indicated tost 
considerable change had taken place in regard to the purpose 
and values which had been considered most desirable in to#
out toe period embraced to tola stody* In older to more clear­
ly indicate tola change it was found necessary to construct 
Tables 3 and 4 to show toe total number of aims# to© purposes 
and values, they ©'^pressed and emphasised, for groups of years 
coming within to© entire period*
While this study cavers a period of thirty years from 
1902 to 1932, toe aims found far elementary science teach­
ing were proposed in IMS* 2910» 191®, 1919, 1923, IMS*
1926, 2927* and 2930* to Table 3 totals are shown at too 
end of each period for all years coming wtthlng toy© period*, 
to connection with showing toe total aims and their types 
for each period.* figures are shown to indicate toe per cent 
of the total which are ttGeneral” and ^totalled11# and toe 
per cent expressing each stated pimpss and a^hasiaing 
each value for toe period* toe percentages do not always 
total 100$ since many of toe aims were classified as- ex­
pressing more than one purpose or as emphasising more than 
one value to he obtained#
In Table 4 it is shown that some -aims for secondary 
science were proposed in most of toe years from 2902 to 1932* 
ilie .most significant -changeis to toe aims can to shown by 
.grouping toe years from 2902 through 2922* 2923 through 2927* 
and 2928 through 2032* The aims have been totaled at toe end 
of each, period and percentages shown as to the css© of Table 
3.
Examination of Table 3 t o w s  that from 2903 to 2922 
inclusive no ate listed for toe elementary school proposed 
toe development of a specific or concrete ability* shill*, or 
understanding. They are ^General” aims* to toe period In­
cluding the years 1923 and 2926* one finds that 4 of toe 96 
aims-' Hated are detailed to form of statement* and propose
of specific abilities, skills* or under- 
In too final period* 1926 through 1930* 111 
toe 126 alms listed are detailed' alias*. In t
toe total# toe detailed aims advanced from 
period to 4.2$ ixi toe second period and 
period* It is obvious that there m s  a
m o r e
0 /
and imdarstiasdtoge in toe ©wire ©mat. i w a #
ch&ract erlstio of toe ©XssBSntary alma offers 
1003 through 1922 m e  to acquire 
* Eight of toe 25 afne* or S3**
e in
and 1925, at which time 
27.7$ ©f toe total number* of aims* 
from. 2923 and 1925, toe p 
abilities or habits* This purpose -was
attitudes and appre- 
In 20*2$ of toe total 
tod, 1926 through 2930* one 
finds that 64*3$ of toe alms- listed for these years e^prease< 
toe purpose chiefly characteristic of toe a tea for toe first 
period, namely# to acquis?© knowledge or taforra&tlon* To 
acquire abilities or habits was toe purpose which ch&rac- 
~ of the aims for toe
2930* Other purposes are expressed bub are too diversified 
to be relatively Important*
Examination of Columns 23, 24# 23, 23, 27* 18, 29 and 
20 shows that transfer values are principally emphasized to
e l e m e n t a r y  a i m s  d u r i n g  t h e  p e r i o d  f r o m  1 0 0 3 -  t h r o u g h  2 9 2 2 *  
This emphasis was characteristic of 63*4$ of the alms* The 
emphasis placed on transfer values to.2923 and 1926. charac­
terises 45*8$ of the- atos*. while to the final period 295 
only 4$ of the alias
B$ of the alma
can be noted between the
declined to relative importance from 26*6$ to the
' final period* the emphasis 
.materials 'and Information of
to ‘which this has taken place is Indicated to the decrease 
from 33*-4$ to the first ported to 26*6$ to the second period 
a n d  5 * 8 $  t o  t h e  f i n a l  p e r i o d * .
Examination of Table 4 shows that from 29Q2 to 2922 
Inclusive no aim listed for the teaching of science to the 
secondary school proposed the development of a specific or 
concrete ability* skill, or understanding# All aims listed 
during this period are general aims* Xn the period from
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ot* Information for TOoatienal. par* 
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O b j e c t ! f o r  toe Teatoin:g of hoianee in
I* So UiW'% that mTarn A t hraatlmd out. of toe lungs &® not 
ttm eaus# a# M r  breathed Into to€®*,i (Oralg* 19^?t 56)
2* r:fe- t a w  teat the surrounding air ea&erts' f&m® tm& can
bo moo4 to do- work:#* {Cradle# 192?: 56) ■
?.
3* •To know that plant a giiro off water to too air*®
(ftnMw ion?: m )
4* «Te know tost warm, s&oiat M r  drops too water that it 
carries toea it etrttoa a cold object or cold Mr*® 
<a*a£&» X92?s .56)
5* *To 3mow that if there were no pXaixte ttaisals wool cl' 
starve** (Oraiij*. 1927:, 56)
6* “To teach too child something' of to# wattaeee of space** 
(Oraig* 192? t 56)
7* "To know wesra-in to! oh animals protect themselves*w
fCraig* 192? t 56}
S.* *?o teow m m m  m$r® in, animals protoot tool r
young** (Craitf# 192?:: 66}
9* n7o know to at some kinds of antoals H ? i  in dosamsiltiea 
and cooperate, with each other,** {Crai g* X;*27: 56)
10* **To toow that t h e m  a n  m m&  animal# A  A  ch d e m n m  pro*-
teeti. oil because of their M u e  to m m « m (Craig* 192?: 
56}
XX*. ®To know toot oansea winds and -air cu rents*® (CrMg* 
19275 56)
12* *?o vmmmggaSLza mm%A*. cl or* and XearauT* (Craig*. 102? x 66)
13* *fe recline to at-plant growth depend# greatly upon toe
‘type'~ef toii#A {O r si g# Xhh?T 66}
14* “To doable to make a simple test-in order to determine 
roughly toe tmmmt • of May sand mid itumus in soil*® 
(Craljg, 192?: 50)
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15. "To know how to prepare soil for plant growth*1 
1927: 56}
16. "To know how to cultivate and care for growing plants* ** 
(Craig, 192?: 56)
17. *1*0 know something of the early history of the earth 
in the local vicinity*1* (Craig, 1927: 56}
18. *To know how to wire a simple electric cell** (Craig, 
1927: 56)
19. "To know that the sun is a tremendous globe of substancess 
whi ch are so hot that all of them are like gas. The sun 
is vi sible because of its source of light. * (Craig,
1927: 56)
20. "To know that the moon shines because it receives some 
of the'light from the mxn and throws’it off. Some of 
this li^xt reaves the earth.1* (Craag, 1927: 56)
21. "To know that the sun is larger than the earth.* (Craig, 
1927: 56}
22. "To know that the earth revolves around the sun in a 
year. (Approximately) (Craig, 1927: 56}
23. "To know that the moon revolves around the earth in a 
little less than thirty day s.* (Craig, 1927: 56}
24. "To know that the rising and setting of "the moon are
due to the rotation of the earth.* (Craig, 1927: 56}
25* "To know that the earth is much larger than the moon. *
(Craig, 1927; 56)
26. "To know the 'cause of fogs and clouds.* (Craig,. 1927:
56}
27. "To explain the cause of the different phases of the
moon** (Craig, 1927; 66}
28. "To know that some animals hi be mate * * (Craig, 1.927:
56)
29. "To know that the stars are suns. * (Craig, 1927; 56)
30* "To know that some animals change their form and appear­
ance as a part of their regular growth and development,* 
(Craig, 1927: 56}
31. "To know the value of insects to man. * (Craig, 1927:
56)
32*
33.
34.
35.
36.
37. 
38..
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
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"To know that insects are one of ma&te chief competitors 
in so far as they carry disease, destroy agricultural 
products, cause damage and annoyance in the household 
and bring destruction to many forest trees and products." 
(Craig, 1027s 56)
"To know that- many years ago- the northern part of Jforth 
taeri ea and Burope was core red with -a thick coat of ice 
called the ice ehest*" (Craig, 1927; 56)
"To know that there are checks to prerent a species 
from core ring the -earth*" (Craig, 1927:; 56)
"To know the importance of picking wild flows re and 
plants in the most economical manner3 -  (cfaig, 1927; 56)
"To know that animals do not hare the power to make 
their own foods hut. are- dependent upon green plants for 
food*" (Craig* 1927: 56)
"To know that green pi .ants can-manufacture their own 
food. • ('Cxt &g, 192? : 56}
"To know a few interesting facts ah out the moon."
(Craig, 1927; 56)
"To know that many animals are- concealed because of 
their resemblance in color to certain background of their 
habitat." (Craig, 1927: 56)
"To observe ways in which plants grow." (Craig, 1927: 56}
"To know that man has in many instances upset the bal­
ance of nature." (Craig, 1927: 36)
"To observe migration of birds with seasonal change.," 
(Craig, 1927; 56}
"To know that man prepares for winter. *» (Craig, 1927: 56)
"To become- aware of great modifications of the appearance 
of the environment with the change of seasons." (Craig, 
1927; 56}
"To observe ways in which animals prepare for winter. 9 
(Craig, 1927: 56)
"To know that seeds start new plants of the same kind* n 
(Craig, 1927; 56)
"To know that water needs more room when it changes to 
ice.” (Craig, 1927 ; 56)
"To know that weather greatly influences what man does." 
(Craig, 1927: 56}
m m -  ®
49. know some ways in which giants pass the winter*11
c Craig. 1927: 56}
50-. *$0 knowhow insects survive the winter" {Craig. 1927;
56)
51. *To kaow that ice- toms at the top of the wafer.t 
| grade* 1927; 56)
62. *To t o w  how to m a d  a thermometer. ” {Craig,. 1927; 56)
53.. "To know the importance of obeyi n& laws whi ch aim at 
the preservation of certain plant and animal life*11 
{Cral-g* 192?i 66)
54. *re know that man should exteminate only wild life
which has been proven beyond any doubt to be harmful * 
{Craig* 1927; 56)
55* nTo know how scientists explain the way the earth was 
made.** (Craig. 1927; 56}
56. nT& know that the earth is one of the heavenly bodies 
that revolve around the sun** (Craig. 1927 ; 56)
57. wfo observe that water can be turned into ■ice and 
steam*41 (Craig. 1927; 56)
58. *To observe some of the ways in whi dh trees and shrubs 
make Ganges with Hie seasons.11 (Craig. 1927; 56}
59. wTo observe the adjustment of plants other than trees
to the cold- of winter, n (Craig. 1927; 56}
60* *To know some of the vital activities of plants.11
{Craig. 1927; 56}
■61* ttfo know.that air has certain physical properties 
which greatly affect m a n *  # (Craig. 1927; 56}
62. *To know and ^ appreciate the importance of water to life*
(Craig. 1927; 56)
63* **70 know and appreciate vhat the Weather Bureau does
for the people of the United States; and how it makes
weather forecasts. m (Craig. 1927;, 56}
64* cause of the. change of seasons*** (Craig.
65* nTo know something about the nature- of burning*n 
(Craig. 1927: 56)
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66* "To fcnotr the importance of the earth as a terrest ri al 
magnet,” (Craig, 1927: 56)
67* "To know how sauna is produced and transmitted*11 
(Craig, 1927: 56)
68. "To know how electromagnets are made and some precau­
tions to be taken in regard to electric wiring.”
(Craig, 1927: $6}
69. "To know 'that electricity passing through some conduce 
tors will produce heat.” (Craig, 1927:* 56}
70. "To know a few elementary facts about the telephone.** 
(Craig, 1927;:. 56)
71. «fo know there is dust in the air.* (Craig, 1927: 56)
72. "To know some of the ways #iich plants scatter their 
seeds,” (Craig, 1927: 56)
73. "To know something of the activities of moths and 
butterflies. * (Craig, 1927: u6)
74. "To know that iron-nails and tacks are picked up by 
magnets.” (Craig,-1927: 56)
75. "To know that a fire must h a w  air.” (Craig, 1927: 56)
76. ’“To know that light is neeess&iy to plant life.”
(Craig, 1927: 56}
IX. Texts
77. To provide "A source of pleasure to a wide circle of 
young people and at the same time awaken in them a love 
of nature and a study of science.” (Buckley, 1903: 29)
78. "The object is merely to. explain well known natural
facts in a simple pleasant language,” (Buckley. 1903: 
29)
79. "To furnish some information about trees, birds, and 
heavenly bodies which will enhance the pleasure of
living tdierever these things can be seen.” (Mosley, ;
1919: 30)
/ .
8G» "To encourage students to observe and think.* (Mosley, 
1§19: 30)
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81. "To make what he (child) oU{£*t to know the very thing
he find® a delict and a pride in knowing,** (Rush and
Winslow j 1926: 32)
82. "Elementary science is a natural means through ^hich 
the child becomes acquainted with the world around him, * 
(Persing and Peeples, 1930: 31)
*83, "Por the child's physical, intellectual and spiritual
good the educator should see that be is made aware of
the phenomena within his observational scope and his 
relations to them.n (Persing and Peeples, 1930: 31)
84. "The protection of frees, wild flowers, and birds is 
specifically taught,*1 (Persing and Peeples, 1930: 31)
85. "Elementary Science, more than any other subject sup­
plies actual experience with concrete things.” {persing 
and Peeples, 1930: 31)
XXI, Educators and Public School Teachers
86. "One aim of science teaching is to furnish greater 
pleasure in ‘ living. * (Trafton, 1918: 1?)
87. "In a great variety of life some forms are beneficial, 
some harmful. The foxmejEMisust be protected, the latter 
destroyed.* (Trafton, 1918$ ^ ?) {Washington, 1925: 57}
88. "The need of a healthy body as the basis of all activi­
ties of life is self evident. As is also the heed of 
teaching boys and girls how to keep their bodies 
healthy,” (Trafion, 1918: 17}
85. "Cooperation not competition is the watchword In all 
phases of activity.” (T rafton, 1918: 17)
90. "To help boys and girls develop interest in plants, and 
animals and their environment.* (Watkins, 1923: 14)
91. "To help boys and girls answer such questions as: that 
bird is this? ^aat kind of weed is this? What is the
name 0f this f1owe r? n {Watki n s, 10 23: 14)
92. "To help boys and girls through greater familiarity to 
enjoy common birds, insects, wild flowers, trees, etc*” 
(Watkins, 1923: 14)
93. "Information about nature and science." (Watkins, 1923: 
14)
94* "To help boys and girls form associations between the
names and appearances of things In their every day phy­
sical envi r0n^nent♦,, (Watkins, 1923; 14)
95* "To help boys and girls develop interest in trees*
birds* plants* minerals* rooks* etc*® (Watkins, 192.3-1 
14}
96. ‘•To help boys and girls in becoming f ami liar with
plants*, animals, minerals* .etc* in their eve iy day en­
vironment** (Watkins* 1923: 14)
97* "To help boys and girls to become familiar with the
appearance of things in their everyday physical en­
vironment* ** (Watkins* 1923$ 14)
98* nDevelopment of interest in science* n (Watkins* 1923: 
14)
99* "To furnisii boys and girls with material information 
for developing wholesome and worthwhile hobbies as a 
means of spending leisure time*.'” (Watkins* 1923: 14)
100* "To correct superstitione and ignorant practices.**
(CreeelUus^ 1923:. 69)
101* "To give -children a full opportunity to indulge in the 
playful manipulation of toys* tools* machines* etc* 
in order that they may explore the world of reality 
as deeply and widely as possible*n {Orecellius, 1923: 
69}
102. nTo provide opportunity for acquaintance with such
elementary laws of nature as are necessary for the 
health of the individual and the community.** (Ore­
cellius* 1923: 69)
103* "The development of desirable attitudes which make for
?ood citizenship and a worthy home member ship* H 
Frank* 1926: 6}
104* "The establi shmeni of the habit of-scientific think­
ing* Thinking to correct conclusions on basis of 
observed facts** (Frarik,.1926: 6)
105, "The development of the habit of carrying conclusions
over info actions. ** (Frank, 1926: 8)
106* "The development of those habits which make for health­
ful personal living.* (Frank* 1926: 6)
107* "The production of a type of problem solving ability
uiiich will enable the pupil to do most for himself* *
( Frank, rl 9 2 6: 6}
\
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124. "The operation of the furnace, boiler, store, or 
other means of heating the house." iWurno^rgaT. 1926: 
77)
125. * Regulation of the mechanism for proper ventilation.** 
(Kurnberger* 1926: 77)
126. "Benewing the washer and other worn out parts of 
water faucets.n (Humberger, 1926:. 77)
127. "Keeping doorbells in proper order." (. Bamberger*
1926: 77)
128. "Ability to read an electric meter." (ITumberger,
1926: 77)
129. "Ability to Join wires and otherwise* repair broken 
electric currents,.* (Burnberger, 1926: 77)
130* "Building a fire in a cook stove, furnace, or out of
doors on a camping ezxpidetion*" (hurnberger, 1928: 77)
131* "The care of poultry," (Bamberger, 1926: 77)
132* "The care of hares and rabbits." '{Bamberger, 1926:
77)
133. "Keeping dust down- as much as possible when sweeping." 
(Nurnberger, 1926: 77)
134* "Keeping the air in the home clean, pure and at the 
proper temperature** (Kumberger, 1928: -77)
135. "How to pa&tuexize milk." (Bnrnberger* 1926: 77)
136. "Ability to protect one1 s self from preventable aeci- 
dents." (Hurnberger, 1928: 77)
137. "Care of the teeth*- .{Humberger, 1926: 77)
138. "Ability to care for the teeth." (Bamberger, 1926:
77)
139. "Care of the skin. " (Humbe rger, 1926: 77)
140. "To make close observations of nature and the many 
natural phenomena that are continually occurring. * 
(Humberger, 1926: 77)
141. "The care of pets of various kinds." (Burn toe rger,
1926: 77)
142. "Ability to care for the hair and scalp." (Humber** 
ger, 1926: 77)
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154* "Ability and disposition to use outdoor life in the 
midst , of natural surroundings as recreatlon for body 
and mind** ‘ (Washington, 1925: 57)
155* "Ability to catch a glimpse of the cosmic forces as
revealed In natural manifestations, in lining creatures, 
in mankind, in the record of man's thoughts and actions 
, and aspirations as .presented in nature, in literature, 
music, and art dealing with nature and science** (Wash* 
ington, 1925: 57)
156, ' "Beallsation of one1 s relationship to all 11 ring things 
and to the universe as a whole, and of one's dependence 
upon hie fellows, upon other forms of life and upon 
the forces of nature** (Washington, 1925: 57)
157* "Sense of the community of nature and of human inter­
dependence** {Washington, 1925: 57}
158* "Appreciation of one's environment through habits of 
observation** (Washington, 1926; 57}
159* "Development of mental activities necessaxy to the
proper exercise of many specific functions involved in 
nature study and elementary science including:'
a, Knowledge of the, things Involved
b, Bi^ot attitudes, especially, these of sustained 
interest and habitual curiosity in nature study 
and elementary science
c, Blgtit valuation and appreciation 
(Washington, 1925: 57}
160. * Creation and appreciation of the beautiful** . (Wash­
ington, 1928: 57;
161* "Conservation .of natural beauty** (Washington, 1925:
57)
162. "Civic Mm: Stimulation of thought, feeling, action,
and reaction as an efficient, intelligent, sympathetic 
and loyal member of the large social group. n \Wash­
ington, 1925: o7)
163* "Vocational Aim: Sufficient knowledge of raising
flowers, vegetables, chickens, pigeons, rabbits, etc., 
of tree planting and the like to facilitate a choice 
of vocations in later life.* (Washington, 1925: 57)
164. "Ability to perceive the truth.* (Washington* 1925:
57}
165* "Perception and proper regard for truth---intellect­
ual himesty* * (Washington, 1925: 57)
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168. "Belief in value of truth*" (Washington, 1925: 57)
187, "Best re to follow truth— moral uprightness. ” (Wash-
ington, 1925: 57 )
168. "Reverence for the wonderful universe its mysterious 
force, and for life." (Washington* 1925: 57}
169* "An attitude and desire of obedience to the law of
lave, confidence in and habitual practice of sympathy, 
humanness* kindness, regularity, patience, persistence, 
diligence, care, stead-fastness, self control, indus­
try, thrift, and intellectual honesty. Desire to 
create happiness." (Washington, 1925: 57)
170* "Acquaintance with the environment in which one lives, 
through direct observation of man, plant life, animal 
life, physical phenomena, sound, and music, as related 
to nature study and elementary science: form, color, 
and visual art as related to nature study and elemen­
tary science^ man's inventions and creations* fhe 
world in oomposite .form— woods, hills, lakes, streams, 
t oceans, farms, cities, etc., and the world of myth—  
legend*, folklore, fairy tale, as related to nature 
study and elementary science*" (Washington, 1925: 57}
171. "Automatic watchfulness or attention of the things
involved." (Washington, 1925: 57)
*
172* "Bight attitudes and valuation of the things involved
a* Ability to distinguish between useful and injurious 
forms ' z
b. Attitudes of habitual curiosity concerning truth '
c. Elimination of the impulse of fear and desire: to 
ki11 unnecessarily
d. Appreciation of agriculture and the dignity of 
labor*" (Washington, 1925: 57)
173. "Bonsai and healthy emotional response to the things, 
situations and experiences in nature study and elemen­
tary science. Enjoyment of the pleasures of the senses? 
(Wash!ngton, 1925; 57)
174. nThe specific habits and skills that are necessary for 
easy and effective performance of the activities of 
nature study and elementary science." {Washington,
1925; 57)
175. "Ability to make use of the force of nature and science 
for personal betterment," (Washington, 1925: 57)
176. "Habits of keeping abreast of developments, discoveries, 
inventions, etc. Developing the scientific attitude
of the mind." (Washington, 1925: 57)
177.
178*
179.
180, 
181,
182.
183.
184.
1S5.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
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"Development of poise and common sense." (Washing­
ton, 1925: 57)
"Habitual practice .of thrift.** (Washington, 1925: 87)
"Ability to discern the social obligation and indivi­
dual ri^ btts of one's self and ethers." (Washington, 
1925; 57}
"Correctness of superstitions.,,, fallacies., sentimenta­
lity, and the like. " ■. (W&^aington, 1925: 57}
"Acquisition of knowledge that will make a better 
citizen living in a better and more convenient home 
and more beautiful and attractive surroundings.'"
(Wash!ngton, 1925; 57)
"Background of knowledge aiding in a wise selection 
of one's vocation*.*1 (Washington, 1925; 57)
"Appreciation of the obligations to succeeding gener­
ations,." (Washington,. 1925; 57}
"Desire to contribute to home life by growing gardens, 
improving lawns and understanding and properly using 
household and other equipment of daily life provided 
by science," '(Washington, '1925; 57j
"Sincerity, honesty, straightforwardness, truthfulness, 
fair dealing, steadfastness, and reliability in one's 
deal!ng with others, ** {Wash!ngt on, 1925: 57 }
"Ability to make use of natural forces for social 
bet tenant. * (Washington, 1925: 07)
."Reverence for human life." (Washington, 1925: 57)
"Ability to use the product of visual arts as sources 
of enjoyable profitable and aesthetic experiences.* 
(Washington, 1925: 5?)
"Experience, 801%confidence, initiative and knowledge 
of how to do things*^ (Washington, 1925; 57)
"Ability to' supplement one's income. “(Washington, 1925: 
57}
"Ability, disposition, and habit of toeing up occasion­
ally the systematic study of some new thing in the 
line of nature study and science. * (Washington, 1925;
57)
"Reduction of cost of living through gardening. *
(Wash! ngt on, 1925: 57 }
*B4blt* of prolonging and repeating the onjoyncmt of 
nature mid science fforcizjjb laedi tati on ipos one’s e&»- 
perl ernes** (Washington* %®2&t
m ' A  di spositt on toward e^eritsauiati on* e^iein^.i on* 
disceseay*. mid invention in the field of nature ctudy 
and science.*1 (Washington* 192 O; 57}
"Ability -to profit u M ©  m m  the obsarmtioaal -opportu** 
ulties of trtweX.® (W^xingtmj* 19 85: 29}
"Aequalstance with cemon- scientific ttiiis mdLdfi are 
apt to occur is reading,** {Washington* 1925? 07}
"Ability to use language in all the ways required far 
proper and. effective pnr&lolpalion in etnxmuiity life*" 
(&a*ii»s&an# 3J&2& 57}
202*
of a^pe a$®e station in eCbed and out for* W m  
purpose of learning- first hand info mat! on from 
nature.** (FaxtilngtoYi* IB2.0: 57}
■^isMts of cooperation with others in worthy tmdssw 
taking#.* (Washington* 1920: 57}
"Building of ideala of &&ae life* of fmsiily ile% 
and the l«ft end duties of parent# and eShlldr&f**," 
(Washington* 1925: 07}
"Be all nation of the lisp or tanas of the ocxinervati on of 
natural resources including l i w a  ho situ cad* energy* * 
f Tmdi £ ngt an* X98&: 07 }
-"Ability to differentiate bateeeu the injurious and 
tli# need in one* 9 enviraiment* ® (Shutoiagtrn* • 1925s #7)
"Ability to determine ^ h«&£ constitutes proof*" (Waeh«*
i* i9hs: m )
fWooognttlofi -of defects errors or 
€i tlens processes or results.®
In eon* 
1 9 2 0 : w
*An abiding and compiling confidence, in tfos worth of 
on&*$ ls&om».* (iraBliington* 19201 07}
20$* "Ability to ^ V '0 accurst# expression to the results of 
one** observation. experiences, and ettCvlo&e»* ( qusb*»
ington#. 1020: 57)
"The ability tc think etraliit and draw correct etm*
elusion#*" (W#iiiingto% 1925: 57)
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203* * A b ility  to  and eotiirel one* a
{X 1026:- 57}
209,. Wiabi tual eoaae wati or* of m l ^ m l  beauty.n (VJuobing-* 
ton* XS24A 5?)
210. ®Haolisaiien of the ad scion of nature lasts and cl cm©*# 
depemienee Cor mtsaea&fuX liv in g : up on ohodi enca to  
tliem** (Washington* 1920: Of)
BXi, "Senna of .ot&puulofH&ii* tsite otter life ami abiding 
‘lore of nature* ft (W^tiirngtoi^ 1920: 5?)
212. "Beall auti an of <>*ief a re-Xatl orn&i p t# til lining 
ttiin g s  uad to  te e  • ussMfoseM* as i* A t e ,  and o f cue*1 a 
dependence m p »  hi a felspars, upon farms. of lif e.*,
and upon Mm tmmmm o f ‘IS ite ra *®  (waribiagfcmv 1085: a7)
215.1 * Ability to make m m  of the foroea of nature and
* ‘sjienee for personal tetiest&mb** {Weeington* 1925:
57)
814a "oiiOleaome use of leisure and enjoyment of outdoor 
roomatitm«' 1030: 57)
2 13 . •E a l^atm b ee  of shy ai eel a ffio le B e y ,,*  ( Wasbifigton*, 
1925: 57} '
216. ‘-’heverenae for eaiapaalengiiip and Xo t o of nature-. * 
(btehingtra* 192 5: 57)
817. "Ability and desire to contribute worthily to l i w  
XJUa and the life of tee ooinamlty** iWamin.'ton*
X08a; 0 :)
B IS . " A b ility  to- pro da aa Um  neeaeai 14 ea o f  U f a . "  
tegtm* 1025s 87)
a manner
222. "Self di rection ana control In'.tea spool fi a uctivi-*
Ilex mid dsvelap&aat of M m  itiitiu&iw**1 (hashing?; on* 
1925s 57)
823* ^luMto of planning actions prior to esseautioti*** 
( 5uteington. 1-25: 57}
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284* nUse of nature study and elementary science as 'means
of relaxation tlirou#iout life to aid in keeping moral­
ly fit** (Washington, 1925: 5?)
225* **A sufficient knowledge of laws which one is expected
to obey example* hi rd laws, game laws, wild flower pro­
tection laws, fire regulations, etc** (Washington, 
1925: 57}
226* nAbility to participate more intelligently in matters 
of public opinion where matters of science are con­
cerned as city water supply system, street lighting, 
street -and road construction, ventilation of public 
buildings, gas supply, ice supply, etc. M {W&shington, 
1925: 57)
227* *Desi re to contribute to community and national wel­
fare by observing natural beauty and natural jre( S o u r c e ' s  
including h , a ®  health and energy and controlling 
injurious forms. ® (Washington, 1925; 57}
228. rtKainfenance of interest and vitality in all school
work especially of the basis of expression studies as 
wilting, reading, drawing, manual arts, and oral ex­
press! on. Correlati on* (Washington, 1925: 57)
229* **Ability to protect one’s self from micro organisms
and poisonous plants, venomous snakes, etc., and to 
deal with them effectively in case of attack.* (Wash­
ington, 1925: 57}
230, "Keeping one’s physical well being at the maximum 
th rou{#u
a. Understanding and following nature’s laws
b. Desiring relaxation throu^ nervous tension out 
of doors
c. Acquiring a background of fact of sex-i net ruction 
nhen the time comes for their presentation.*
{ Wash! ngt on, 1925: 57)
231* "Ability to live intelligently aiuong present day 
surroundings such as telephones, telegraphs, etc* 
(Washington, 1925: 57)
232* Ability to use music for helpful abundant and varied 
awakening of one’s emotional nature* " (’Washington, 
1925: 57}
233. 11 Amateur ability in the field of fine arts.15 (Wash­
ington, 1925: 57)
234* "Ability and disposition to engage with pleasure, and 
profit in a sufficient and varied amount of games., 
sports, athletics, and outdoor recreation. * (Washing-
ton, 1925: 5?)
235* "Ability to participate in desirable activities of 
social clubs*R (T/asbington, 1925: 37}
236, "Ability to see and appreciate- beauty* * {Washing­
ton* 1925: 57)
seientirlo w&tik*.
bacteria in. 
*
*
ujjkc&m* of m m
an understanding
& world about
use of 
d m t  have to %te- stu- 
p
10.
11.
12,
13.,
14,
- 15.
16*
It.
15.
10.
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*T» t M b  something of toe biographt os of toe aim she 
have made great disc ovaries 1b  toe biological sciences.* 
(r^smusi* 1983: 60)
"Wo mermxm an interest in nature - 00 that duri jntg fee 
school work and in later life*, the individual tmmy be 
led to employ a part of the leisure time in recreation- 
al or even serious otudy of animal© under natural con­
ditions.* {raamasi, 1925: 60)
•To .give a wsking- vees&uXuiy thus enabling the- pupil 
to ^preoiete and enjoy fee articles in current liter­
ature- dealing wife thl© subject.* (ill sseuri, '1925:
,60)
"To help the pupils'to -appreciate m o m  fully fee off eat 
of drugs* m d i  nines* etc.*. upon fee human 
{* icsouri* 1925; 60}
"To bring pupil0 to a better appreciati on of fee laws 
e£#: and fee importance of suEdtatlon.* (Missouri*
1925; 60)
"To'give m better unde rat an ding of fee relati onto ip 
of health and food, -balanced diet* cooking and diges­
tion. * {imssourt* 1983: 60}
•To enable fee pupils, to appreciate &nd evaluate fee 
laws and order of nature as feom in fee em&oat ti on 
of nature. * (Missouri* 192-6; 69)
MTo fee pdrt played by' cbemi&txy in fee industries
ouch an- lasnufaoturing* agriculture* etc** (Missouri*
1925: 60}
"To help pupils to understand better fee oemon physi­
cal phenomena of every day life and to teach them fee 
apr)l£ e&M on. of fees# lixemmena by;
1. training pupils to use m o m  IntellX^n&ly to#
objecta and' devices wife toi-ch they are already .■ 
familiar
8, by giving a large fund of practical information 
3* by telling useful method© of sol sing problem. *
Clliscouri* 1926: 60}
"To give .m appreciation of pixy alee
a* by acquainting them wife fee aeaninp;’ of maoy
ssdentific terns in common- use so feat they may 
hare a clearer understanding of scientific liters— 
turn and a deeper Interest in all scientific 
activities
b* by giving an insight Into fee history of physios* 
fee biographies of great p’iysici ots, and to#
JDQG&*
&mrn M B
34* eTc develop & basi o and an appreciation of
our universe* ” (Cleveland* 1930: 58}
35* **Te develop an unde rstandi ng of the manufacture of
food© by a plant and toe processes ;jy which till a food 
is converted into bodily ti3 sues, heut* and energy*** 
{Clereland# 1930: 58)
30* ®To undo rstand toe compoai ti on of air and too use we 
make of it*# (cn.evela?id* 1930: 58)
3?* ®To prepare toe p m >11 for a richer and fuller appre*- 
elation of soieisoo and its lisp art an so in our d-JLly 
living.* <Cleveland* 1930: 58}
38* *To dsTelnp a knowledge of toe U f a  processes* of a 
plant*® (Claim!and* 1930s 58)
39*- ^To develop a knowledge of toe principal p mrts of a 
flower and toe method by toich fruits are formed. *
(Cleveland* 1930: 33)
40* "To Xearm
a* The names of fifteen important ©oienilstB* with 
eaoh one associate one or more contributions of 
eden jo
to. m e  * M  11ty to define science
c* Use t&emrdng of toe tern© organic and inorganic. ** 
((aetftlaoi* 1930: SB)
41* "Skills:
a* Ability to make a mixture
to* Ability to adjust a microscope*® {Cleveland*
1930: 50}
4*;. "Attitudes:
a. To appreciate to at scientists have contributed to 
science
to* To appreciate the importance of science in eveiy* 
■fiagr life
c* To develop a scientific attitude toward problem©*®
{Cleveland* 1930: 58)
43* *To train for a closer end keener observation.® {51 eve- 
land, 1930: 68)
44* mT6 fo'tm proper habits of to inking to assemble inform 
nation and use it as a basis for conclusion*® {Cl ere- 
land* 1930: m )
45* ®To teach toe pupils to jo openminded and to beware 
of superstition*® {Cleveland* 1930: 58)
BBm Zmm-rn bow p m m  M m m m m  tmmrd gbcmixi^ spXtote*
a£m*,eo&l* suipimr* mxd £rotu* {Cleimlaixd*
M3at- 68}
**
#
Nl*
♦
fiSSe> four of o&r cornscn gases czz&g&n* nifcro-
l o o m  b«r plants and snte&la uoa carbon df oMcie
for tbai»*
«o use
*&» I W t  tt© t&8& Of
**. t0so# m )
-.# I t o  irs this ctejr of cheap
.» 19501 €61
sr#*:-
*. *
& jDrep&re for T O a t t o s  by 
direct assistance in thoir wise selections ago& 
t^oahdanta with th# taportame of 
isgh a&& &&squato preparation for their* Ilf# 
m. bettor «*a#rotsrifii^ of ttae relation of 
ii# Yforld* s work*11 ( Cleveland* 1930s 30)
f,lb satisfy the imteral ml in tab©- forces of
deal* SO gi^ r# Itifonsat ion which la Interesting
for it# o «  esto*.*1 {c^owelftsid* 10§O& 59)
01
Om oppoati&mliy. for the student to bocosjo a#** 
with the application of physical science to
©dticationml and voc&fciooaCi 
to furnish a beriming for voo&* 
rainii*g*a Cdotreland* 1939i 58)
t of lnv&atl
of an opportunity 
research, to
on the part 4
to show the 
the
%m increase too student*# 
of r&oogalned (Cleveland*. 1U50; ^ 58)
•T# Hive too
of1 #iat: toe development of what too liiiionoe of _ 
a»oai 3m  modem social and :f«da«fcrlcil t$£®*,m (devon­
ian** »3®s 50}
* eonee rr&ti on of- energy*
02m'
toe ufefliiy to read more intellf
# s a d
to provide opportunl ty for them to indulge lu toe 
man! pul at i on of toys* tool# and machines in order to at 
tooy may explore too world of realty mm 
deeply so poasShle** (Oiorolais^. l$30t 58)
up a
.0 OH
*  Xt30::. 5
*fe appreato too subject of to# project method1'with 
m&i^ r oouepete applications of principles obser~
vati onal sate rial fi rat and quantitative m&toexsatl eel
subject matter last* * .{Slew!and* 19<£0s SB.)
•To 'proride 
elmeaito:
toe
of -nature toito
connection -with mmli topi on as development of water
of tnmspertatlen* lighttos* and toe 
application of gtay*tfound ia public utill** 
{Cleveland*. 1930: 00)
&ept» as those of accuracy* achievmeat*.
,jjk W %-F  ^.jj| ty  "" Jw > i I>l 4r^ »\4t^ *- W * V  *9
of cause and of feet* etc. toito are 
study -of aeim noe** (C leveland * 190%  08}
to toe
s. os* and
t 59 }
192&J 50)
i n t e r e s t  a n d  a p t i t u d e ®  t h r o n g *  a n  u n d e r * *  
> £ o l e g l e a l  p h e n o m e n a  t d t i c h  w i l l  m a k e  
p o s s i b l e  a  c h o i c e  o f  usN&guX a n d  p l e & s n r o u b l e  £ u r e c & *  
u* (Fort Smith*. 1
*&e<tni ring scientific -knowledge n&iieh will add
m  mtd mmnmg^mmn% of t h e  & tH & e * n  f  l % r t  S m i t h *
isen
1.9S9S 99}
* t h h t e  r e t  e n d i n g  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m ®  o f  r a c e  p r e s e r v a t i o n  
and heredity** ' (Fort Smith* 1920? 59}
a n d  w o o f s m f e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  $m
* 1919? 59}ft (Fort
things mm- alike end differ* (Fort -{Stagth* 1929? 59}
_ make the one celled east*
a n d  p l a n t ®  a l i k e * *  ( F o r t  S m i t h *  1 9 2 9 ?  5 9 }
k n o w  t h e  t e a t s  a n d  3 
stance 
?; 59}
of tiros
91* «*c see
itwtfig 
conserved even
*** «
95*
of rmthGdB of control o f
mm. far aa
ofcs* and mm 
>* 1929: 59
Ktwoe of mom® interesting fast about' arfchro-* 
.* |90rt Sia&th* 1929? 59)
of the eeenet^io 
«u
and
on
r e l a t l  o n  t  o  h u m a n
*Xitformati on concern! ng the relati on of worm® to
on to disease} (Fort- sa&th*
95*
95*
99 * . ^ K n o w le d g e  o f  e x t e r n a l  s t r u c t u r e  of a r t h r o p o d s , *  ( F a r t
part that s c i e n c e  
m o d e m  c i v i l i s a t i o n
* * I* e a d  t h e  pupil t o  s e e  t h e
105*
104*
105*
X0€*
109*
108*
100*
organs mam 
1# incur# hi a a m  
19-30* 51}
item
lomd M m  to desire 
being*;®- (Norfolk*
*!Fo ore ate and foster on the part- of the pupil# a
M i
y  t o t  i n  t h e  # l e m < m b a $ y .
Mology and hy^f-sie*
* and bo furniah the pupil an
#
the sGientifio and
natural jtimnmmnm
bo a
ig® of ‘the scientific 
oosm&ttntty** tlorfolM 1900? 61}
tto pupil to use i ntel li gently many of 
airier and tsmmon instrument# such as
-tfc& <&t&14 to respect the tutjaag* met&antm aas<
> * * (Bor**
®JiisbiXl in M m  £h# 
flo progress and bo 
our rent literature*** (Morfelic* 1950?
pi la a
m  M i l  enable M m  bo»
* Awaken an interest in the science couraea in. the 
seni-er tttgjh mafemol and coll ego end encourage the child 
to continue at home and in school the study of science.
>:
m
■112* m A deal, m  for mere knowledge and farther scientific 
-study is emated* Bepeiifcien of f&MamenieXs until 
they actually h e ® m m  a part of the pupil is toe secret 
of successful science beaching** (Elhuff* It!#? 55}
115# **A legioM method of tMnktog is -developed as that
pupils have an open M u d  for to# e ansi do rati on of 
nmm- t&trkm and tirisuffiiiieii tone reiievlim toem of tttft
Ilf* *Te inculcate In young students t M - b M t  of thinking 
fra# e m u  and -effect and bank from effect to cause. ® 
{3*r&0**- tm&% SO)
fags- 1X0
101* intelligent appreciation of to# industrial life
of toe nation and toe f mandat-i on -of world power tm no 
lo n g er p ossib le  w lto-m b am # knowledge o f dh#3&l o try * * 
(Halmas and Hattem* 192?: 41}
122* *to# afldtotlfle m ttoed is werto every effort to obtain 
hut it- m at not to t.au#it aa a day e x tra c tio n .*  
(Holies, and Mattera* 192?? 41)
123* fJA elicit to^uainttoo# with and appraoiation of a- few 
of too- great m m  too- hair# labored in to# field of 
{Gordon* 1929? 50)
124* *1 partial undo rstaudi-ng. of how scientific di oooverw
ion are sad#- tod of how aeieubi fie inva oti gat#r© ~thi nk 
ami work.* {Gordon, 192?; 39}
125* *&mm nppreelst* on of toe ploee tot to science in
general tod toeMoal #e£#no# In particular' hold in
modern life*® (Cordon* 192?: 391
125* opportunity to work and study- for a short -time in
a 'field-ill toito you m y  find to interesting aaz»ar«®
{Cordon* 1929$ 301
129* *An ability of tines to use both to# mto&uise#* found
in nature and toon# mad* in toe Xatoratoay store adraa* 
isgeeuMy to to persons too. are Ignorant of eliemi stry 
ean uaa toes. * (Gordon* 192?: 39}
128* *Xntrodn#%fcoft to explains to# import­
ant factor# in your eirrlreim&t* tod suggest# how to 
use toe## factor# wlseXy.* {Clarke, 1928? 35)
129*- givu^ you- to nndersrtaxtMng of &£t$f of the wonders
of nature and life** {Clarke, 1920? 35}
139* will get greater pletouw from your r#dia set if
you know- toy tod how it work?** {Clarke, 1928? 55}
131* *Xf to# study of biology will give us a totter undeiv
standing of our own bo die# and tosJtr care then it 
certainly: in of use to t s /  {Hunter* 19-8? 43)
132* **3 till another m m m n  for toe study of toology is
that -we- may work together for to# ctomrwation of our 
natural re source a erpeoially our forest#** (Hunter* 
192S? 43)
1.33* *to# studf of biology should to a part- of to#- educa­
tion of eveiy toy tod girl, because society itself i#
fage as©
£^sstoiiXs play aa Important part to the tmrld In e&tis— 
tog eadweylttg Maasae*.* 1903* 43}
m@rnmwm& tolas to glvs to# pupils not M r
ecianbifto uttltodao tovfc*rd oosgeion oecsiretmeos-
OS ft JWUfeWX
lag divisions of scientific
the la
*tos course to smsap&X mot®ac& && designed to to a
p*%rfc- of toe life tod thonfjUfc of too pspito-
It** *
•tot only mt'St lb Mrs tow to Iceap well# tot
m x % I  ilia M g  in eoXvijatg M s  tamo science preblems# 
it must help Mm- to m  M s  leisure time wisely# it 
rsict dhow vocehiozml pasnll>£lltlos«. it rust 
M m  eager to Xeum store tow soXenca plays « 
la too premiums of cihtsauoM-p* unu *.t too sans M m a  
it M  servo to darelep M s  otoreotar#* (Buntor m& 
X930S 45)
bmzk&h M g  toe specific w&ys
f loe of selene® are-* applied to too work 
' ood M  darpanber# XOSOs -S3)
*to ear ©lop hie desire to pmotieo w m  
Ctoed tepoMor* 1930* 35)
*io help him 
poxtter# 1950? 65}
•to Mr: to of^iMso M e  .egmpg! o:©ao*
tor use to to# solution of m  p r e S f ^  W h o a  
H^entop# 1050s OS)
mM  tocrerac too ptmilfa no^aototig^ of toa toctore
|tw # ^ooa ai2l ISsrjpOTtar*- 1930?- 33}
•to - ...... M s
Carpenter* 1950*^§&T
144*, *to tw&to M g in the scientific
«*
C
both '%h® Held 
mmd the pupil Miss#X.f ** (Vba Btis&ixie* 
S* and H»* 1931? S3) (Proposer! tgr Brigs©)
Bot ence toould reeogats# 
of boy® usi,4 *jt$.1® and at the ssise time reveal to 
t o # ®  t o e  a p p o r t u n t t i e #  t o  a p p l y  s u c h  i n t e r e s t  i n  t o ®  
future* * (Van Buskirk, 8m and- H.,* 
p o s e d  t y
S..# 1931t 53} (f
for
(¥#nr Btiu&ito* 8* and 
by .Brlgg®}
149* mTrnyrn mm<M g i r la  toouM  be g iven arise kmmXedgs o f
laws of nature and should be- trai ned in investigation, 
(Van BusMrk* &» and S*# 1931? 53} (Proposed by 
3s£gg*}
anti i^rl© to1,50*. Hi# mmimnmm amume should enable
     . .  .........r @!iUfiR«al** (Van Buskirk. 3* amd
1031? SS) (Proposed tgr Bri
knowledge of to# relation of Mology and industrial 
life* forestry* culture and mmmtmztur-ism £a 
based upon to# us# of plant and animal m*d*#n uls* ”
1904? m }
163* ®Hre development and proper diseipll»« of to# intoll- 
ectmaX* social and ethical is to# leading gtasral 
3ls*# (Caldwell* 1904? 60}
154*. afo secure for' to# pupil® to# best possible adjust­
ment to to# vi tax rel at-i ontol p m of tooir eaii stone© 
retaining, at to# sum# time, to# maid.mum adjust Abili­
ty to to# changing relation#..,® (Caldwell* .1904? OS)
155* *A first—hand knowledge of cause and effect toould
b# derived from any good course in biological solan##*-* 
(Caldwell* 1904: 6S)
X>&S0 i m
I56, "Plant* and animals offer object lire tangible and in 
a measure understandable egression -of life* The 
student may learn life processes in general and d*& 
vise an interpretation of M e  own place In 'nature*” 
(Caldwell, 1904? 08}
157*-. "Knowing plants and animal s is a proper part of good 
general iirfcsXXSgeneu**-^ a:kaX to a knowledge of aelf 
tod ©elf twisftim m m* (Caldwell, 1904: 68)
158, *70 throw X4#?t on the meaning and methods of adap%~
ations** (Caldwell, 1904? 67)
159,. °To apply economic material to his welfare the indl~ 
vidual must sec and understand tltm eweznsale factor© 
in hi a esnri ronment, must know the means to an econo** 
end and must' reason correctly ©aid ef fici ently in 
the application of these end© to the means desired,*1 
(^ erbe®, 1905? 7a]
160, *&* kind of training neseaaarf for the' use of the
proceeding is training In observation* recollect!on, 
analyst s, inference and experiment * to economi c 
course must he strongly scientific,B (Forbes, 1506;
72)
161, To apply biological knowledge to the general welfare* 
the individual must know to at hiaXsgioal materials 
are- of general eeonemic value, and tout general and 
individual act!on is necessary for their u m  and 
appli c&ti on, * (Forbes, 1908; 72)
XCa, *3eeXogi cal miat eri al of sufficient eeenaa&e value 
for use U  secondary stoods are x-aiuXy found in 
dxwnsstt sated anit'ds, injurious and beneficial insects, 
birds, fisites* and a small selected list of other 
animals,* (Foxbea* 1905s 72 J
163, WB1 ological Mterid mu^t he applied to the promotion 
of the economic welfare,® (Forbes, 1905s 72/
164, 9To give the pupils a broad and genuine appreciation ■ 
of to at the development of toeiaistxy and physics 
mean in modern life, using for this purpose current 
magassine literature and contemporajsy hooks with the 
view of showing accompli shment of engineering and 
professions toere these sciences find application, * 
{8ne<*dSB, 1917: 24)
165* ,TXo give the pupils a auite definite appreci ation of 
to at is meant by the scientific method as this finds
m m m IsIs as £®p as M.s
*  (amefifiMi* l « t 7 *j*
to l i w a  aa 
169. "To
19X7? 24}
psr^tottlar
ocLb ol?
&«*«*&** '191^5 m }
to m
of mmmtmt &&v&top2B&rtt.#, to fcto isafcto 
ss& toirsstos&t&ng ttot- ar® eocimgm to 
a to ffect- to all pa'odu&t&w totoH**
«£$r cm® fr )
T w 1 * b , 1 9 1 7 S
m
a*,s
and. pptoolptos as a »
TOCm OX0XOg;
' ■  w
. m
tots ftoM of
Pago % m
179.
180*
1S1.
XBZm
1S3.
104.
105*
106.
nTo fu rn is h  in  th e  first y e a r o f th e  M J i  school the  
Intimation and tlie-trMning in thinking that ^  
fundamental to the special science a and are neoesasry 
to the smscessfiil pursuit of these sciences later on 
ilgjh school and college.* {Tt&ae* 1917* 26)
•To import infewatl on frees 
point about fee useful and interesting: things that 
ait all about us especially for the benefit of those 
tftro do n o t go to  c o lleg e  end’ mst not go fa rth e r- in  
hl^i adhaal** ( W l M g  1917:1- 201
"To giro the first year pupils attractive art sir of 
oil the science # and to- stimulst# nnd foster an
' ' »* 1917: 26)
eel OXIQ0' are to
amateur interest in sc&aaee.**
*The aims of iastruotioB in 
prertde opportwMti.es for 
Mt3v tfce facts. principles and processes -of natural 
phenomena in eueh a wi^ r as to furnish them with acme 
-mene of understanding the elementaxy %mmm of nature 
shich arm ^ nsmmnsnxy- for healthy intelligent and offi* 
oient liring.11 ClngMs*, 191B: 19}
e special natural science presided in the sent,or
high school Should at mm Isimsitre f-rr.T i r l t r
subject* -as logic ally organised studios by those 
pupils only she manifest special interest. spec 1 
iMlity or TO-caf i anal need. Hie specific aims mu at
l? 1,9)
prari ously considered**
•To nscogulss and solw 
(RiJcenberey. 1922; IS)
our enrirc
of recreation Interest© and the’
creation of sod al~ civic #
•To instruct the pupil in that scientific 
th■ ^  is valuable - as m  prsparaiion for 11 fi 
(SgUautiberigr* 19221. IS)
•To use fltls knowledge and the process of its aequl*
eltion in disciplining the mind in the scientific
?*>*.
*
•To import an Inaigbt into the nature 'and organ! sae*
tioa of the environment as far mm timm and the limit 
ition of m e  mind will permit.* {Bikehberry.* 1922
•Appreciation of *fcaou%y in plants* 'animals* load* 
and all nature.* (Bikcnbersy* 1922: 10)
m m
187* idem'are the stmetural
.nuieridls of esience.* They mrt obviously he a 
pMssssy objective in the to«*£tf-jogt of science** (Bikes**
tof*$V 1922: 18)
188# ?ie met- mention In pasMhg that oeionce
affcMs- ftotoblo oj^ortiM&ie# for to® cnltir tdosx of 
Id^els of -self' -ascii ii a®. devoll on* porei stence.,
Icycity to tsuii** and the hi#,e#t types of altruism.* 
(tSitonberry* 1982; 18)
189* *tlmdawbi#Sl3r cue of too greatest contributions tout
ooionoo can tm$m to too memtoL furni ture of too indi~ 
vfduai $m to develop In him an ld«M of to©: sci entl~ 
fie mth&d of tomi#it and Msctpline' him in too- use 
of it*'* _ {Bi&onboi^y. 1&22? 18)
190.* "To free too Mud from 'too dcMu&tlpn of mporati** 
titm*. a t too liberal -culture is achieved* 0 {Hikon** 
torry* 19 28: 18)
191*. "There Is in all of us a- eravlng.tor knowledge for 
ifcar wm  ■ s^cp or to aati sfy our curiosity regarding 
todt is toyfmd** ' |%ke»tor^* .1922: 18)
192*. *To ».« toe materials of the oouroo -%# train in right- 
hahi to- .aid-te develop <£«&stole I dodo, tastes*-‘ and 
ur^rCciati0% m (£i&rateri$v 1922: la)
193*- ‘It is toe mission of Uoiaord Science to e ^ l a m  to
toe pupils, these 'natural- toeuf^m.toat have- internet 
and eigMfloanee for tom m i  eudh addition**
d'lmowledge as to&if interest and moods demand* a 
(Bikentorrsv 1922: is)
194*- *To encourage toe pupil#-to- tolira too ©implcr problems 
tocmoolrem as a toglnntog of aeiemtifl# tMtMng**
1922: is-)
195* "to develop such easily oof^ irtocitded .principles as 
apply to toe local emri roument m%€ to toe pupils* 
int#re#to*5 (HiiEomtorry* 1922: 18}
196* •THe met cry of .particular scientific facto and prin-* 
oiplea uastol a# a - penetration tor ■ eotmoiata-voe&ti oaal 
activities; training in important hShl t-a* ’ mastery of 
uuderlyi.rig prteelp%m m proysrutoty to. later science 
stork*** (Mkenfe&rxy* 1922; 18}
197*. "Tftr cultiratimg $m appreciation of toe true values of 
11 &*■« 1925; 23}'
198* f lhycics olds) "by developing to® need tor and by 
imparting a fund of useful knowledge*"
(Bask, *9231 23}
fage- 106
190* **%• deTOlopi 11 ;i skill in tt&lng; km^led/se and 1» eh**
to&s&sg; other ImewXedge* ** (Bb4&* 1923: 22}
&O0* ’#Brrelef nkiXX in &«&)$£ ohjeetlwe ftrtertoau*5 
1923: 22}
28X* ^Cnltiwatea -yaXasble ideals of liehtfwrtoasv*
1923: 23)
202*. *?e kelp hogm and gtlie in eeeugtiig infoBaation eon*
earning their M i y  em d  remaemt*.e (W-ftkins, 1.923: 14}
203* ?**?o I m lp  mtm&m-bB %m eetm.rfag: laf#msliisii baeftil t-o -
the control of factors in the! r as«£ rom&xxt* * t^at- 
kin&»-l&$3: 14) (llieeeurt* 102©:. 60}
204*. ^Better tmde trt andtng and oe&trel ot m m l  ron^ont* M
10231 14) (Lacker* X9B8x 00} (Jhoksoiv
19201-04} {Fox* smith* 1920: m )
203* **ro kelp hogra ami *gi M.i In learning to troife together 
for the eontrol of those elements of tkair environ-* * 
m©nt that aoopsra&iwe of fort*1® {Catkins,
1023: 14}
206* **fo kelp etnderte in eeaurtng infoimati on about
& m m m n  MeXeMe&X* xiiyafaal w d  chemical iJienomoim* 8 
ffiiMtt% 1023: 14}
202'* wTo help students dmmlop am#* habits of pera&rten&e 
th^ et they id 11 eoallime to work at- a $4 one of apjmra^ 
tme until it 4eee work ?md im wall f£ nis^ ied*** twa&*~ ■ 
Mis, 1923: 14}
208.*. lifo help &$sr& and girta in beo&slng f m & M a r  with
the names of things if* M r  ewexy day physical erredsv 
Oi&aerrt* ^ {Wrtkitta* 1923: 14}’
209* *To help otu4ent# to fceeo»e better eociualnted with 
the wexk of the worXd% -greatert w m tm nttm tm *'’* {Wat** 
M.i»# 1923: 14}
210* mTo he ip bore and girl# moke biological equipment
tseahie in the ooatrol of biological fastens in their 
owl ronta#n%« ** ' (iTatklns* 1923: 14)
211*. tMfo: help hoys and girla make nodele of ooHmeitXy
such a % ; pin hole cameras* fotom
skill t o
tortmfcton 
%®mt m
to* 
f s&tfctos
ttT o  h e l p  h o y  a  a n d . g l  r t s  i n .  b e c o m in g  fe s & i  1 1  a r  w i t h  
scrollable source of tnform&tx on concerning to© iln.^ 
t u r n  a n d . c o m p o s i t i o n .  o f  t h i n g s  I n  t h e i r  d o i l y  
o n m e n t  e * g *  b o o k s *  c h a r t s * .  t & a g r a & a *  h a n d b o o k s *  e t c * *  
( f a t M s t #. 1 9 2 3 :  1 4 }
with tot tfatags that biiTOXy
4t54K5«y*T
O <r-0-
p uqgrm' m m  girt® in developing ski 11 In so®—- 
at noting apparatus needad for to# control. of every ■ 
dsy ^yais.al #mri TOmiCBt* ** {ifuticina*. 1023:. 14)
•To b»lp hays and girls oocuto info ma t  ion needed in
ff..®dt®g out tost is wrong wi to electrtsal #qufpsiii®&-- 
toon it, foil,a to- woxk**1 {Catkins* 1923: 14)
*T® help qrtudsnt# .develop ■ an I 
1
of good wortpean*•To. halp 
ship*® I
•To help student# develop interest® in toe coispoai** 
ticm ana behavior of aubstano#®*(WstM us*
desi to for getting
to# si
233* *To help etudents in foTOing
Ixsfo0uitl<m-
* |Watklii0* 1923: 14}
234* •To and g i n s  develop aklll fn msk 
on® m m m m l s  um®& In c t**
1 og an d >23: a
238*. *To help students develop sMXX in to® warn of equip* 
meni employed in collecting** ('dothisis* 1923: 14}
.23d* •To help boy© and gins devoid idoula of aeateeoa 
and ® Marty urramement of materiuls collected*.*
•To b o y ®  a n d  g i r l ®  i n  g e t t i n g  i n f o a & i a t i o n  c o n * *  
earning mat®ri&Xo needed for collecting .aul prepuxw 
ing cp®cins@nO'. of aMmoX#* plants* *3ineTOXs# etc*® 
{Catkins, 1023: 14)
'238* •To- help students dovolop habit® of imatnoB® mid 
^ accuracy^ in labeling f&mtoxtaXa collected*® {WmtMns*
Pago x m
'lit* mt e  help bojrs and girl# to hm^mm fm sXXgtm  mg.%% t h e  
mm$£L locution of things in tt#ir 4 m  &%?&ge8X.
(Watotnw* 1923': 14)
240* «Xe help students in learning to use keys mxd common 
t denti float! on helps*15 {Watkins* 1.923$ 14}
241* #X© help' students la securing: eosstwel of Molosloaa
and j^yeieal * {Watkins*. 1923* M )
242* *$**■ help students la developing- a. scientific atti­
tude toward faete and theories about plants* anlatsls*. 
ibanemena* ©to*,* (Watkins* 1923$ 14)
i
243* o help students in developing skill I n properly
frgisnirdng and classifying jsat.«ifis&s collected,,® 
Watkins* 1023s 14)
244* *1Po help etii4mmtm € m m  habits of looking for- essen­
tial features of things* * (Watkins* 1923s 14)
243*. *T-o help boys and girl® dowel op toe ksMt# of read* 
lag soieitee books* science magasiasa* and periodic 
eais and. ■ those parts of current p e n  odi eals devoted 
to scientific work and progress*® (Watkins* 1923s 14}
246.* ®To help students in becoming fomfil ar wito sources 
of information in toe'field of soienoe*® {Watkins* 
1923s 14}
24?*; ®fo help students: develop sMXX in. the mme of toe
eoareee of m i m n M M e  Xnf email on*. * {Watkins*, 1923* 
14)
248* *T© help student © in judging toe autoentleiby of
statements concerning- toe phen«eim of science which 
toegr find in toefr readlag** {Watkins* 1923$ 3:4)
249*- *¥e help boro and girls develop a worth toil© means
of spending lei s u m  ttea by developing Interests lf$ 
reading scientific m&terials** (Watkins* 1923$ 14}
250* ®?o help boys and .girls in securing inf oration need­
ed for control of factors in their enviromsent ** 
{Watkins* 1923s: 14}
231,* *Te help boys and girls in understanding theories 
that have, been- worked out in• toe past to ecsplain 
natural phenomena*" {Watkins* 1923s 14)
262*' mT& help boys and girls develop toe skill nebessary 
to control toe growth of com© emoti plants in their 
envi ron^ent* * {Watkins* 1923$ 14)
ass*
m
£85*
ass*
237*
259*.
260*
262*
♦
263*
as#*
260*
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•To help boy-a and girl© derelop ©toll its controlling: 
Hi# growth an# oatirltloo of some animal* la their 
-daily onto roaotntm ** {Waikine, 1923$ 14}
•To hclx> students derelop 1 mdapandeixee la working out 
method© of control for themselree** C Watkins* 1923; 
14)
•To help students in derelept&g ©toll in properly 
organising ©aid olusoi.f^ iag mate rials collected** 
f Watkins* 1923; 14}
•To help beya and gi rls secure information ilxat will 
answer their quest 1 one concerning natural phenomena*1* 
CWattoB% 1923$ 14}
•To help- students derelop a problem aolring attitude* * 
{Watkins* 1923$ 14)
reparation for later ©eienae courses** (Watkins* 
1923$ 14) theeker* 1920; '75)
help student© to fam hs&lts of«
belp boy# ami girls answer m d h  $&esiien& as: 
Of teat ii 1$ made? Mow is it mads? How does it 
work?* {Wst3ste% 1923$ 14)
•A propsrti onal inteXXeetuul apprehsiisi on 
ene#s mturml eapaeftlee will permit of the 
ti es tel oh teL
Mtt* 1974; X)
as
t o deal
ter- InifslTOii in the unapeoi alised practical aotlxri-
&» 19241 Xj
ons* ©
far*, tee personal and the impersonal* sub specie
"m as a m e t  and restless Sea of femes 
m  Infinite in extent subtlety and sm* 
plead ty* Ability to see and to mw&lss sne*'s interr©**
1 ate toe ea with- and wi thin tee boundless enirl *
(Babbitt* 1924$ 1}
temaaoe^'* (Bobbitt* 1924; 1}
development and .mala*
ii a« and 
.* 1924$ 1}
# e^plomti on*
ds of #ne*sm
si anally s<hs@ new thing and of 
fields of human experienee*w
-dl spositlon* and IsaMt
me a mesne of 
of new 
in
entering into tee affairs*
habit of taking up oooa-*
abundant and di 
ea Joy able and-fmitt*
of
afl&lrsi' and of 
and moods of
 _______  _  _ on* and habit
yeywatleu. of men* thing©* and affairs —  an enjoy
•Ability effectively to perform, the mental aetivi- 
tie® involved in tee proper axeroi ee of tee many 
opeci fio funetlone white one should perform*1* 
(Babbitt* 19241 1}
•tee, ability of tea oititim to do his todiiriduaX 
team in performing tense social f uncti one for telte
*, »=*-*#*** OVOr«*"
eight and control of te# specialised group and agen­
cies i&to wtif oh society in- dt ffenenti at ad for effect-
ivemess of notion** (Bobbitt* 1924$. !.)
a good motor** (Bar&p, 1924; 3}
to durability said cost*11select tiros 
* 1924$ 3)
•To know ten const! tuents of _
relation to butter am m food. * {Harap*
iron* and
1924$ &1 
P
, *  19241 S)
a)
*  ******** ***•»***»«■ **»**»«*.«** 
in tee diet* *1 {llamp3
1924$ a)
•To seleot a good toilet soap,* (K:
•To identify and select_an 
soap**
medicated
•Mot to mte# scientists of pupils hut rather men and 
women intellectually roarponsiblo in ways teat ait
and Wade*»
•Thought stimulation and teat kind of development of 
power to think constructt vely teoae natural moults 
are not only trained intellects but also an abiding 
desire for tee truth in oil matters** {Brownell and
•To provide opportunity for ucquaintanae with the 
elementary laws of nature white aid in understandlng 
tease citizenship problems white arise in connect!on 
with such topics as utilisation of waste product* 
ellmi nuti on of mctee* pure food* etc** (Powers,
*©o afford In. nmm wmmpaea ma opj>03^mity to teow tea 
toporta&eo of aatoatlfle research* and to sbtaiXiato' 
too spirit of to^stXfptiOB saxd tovantiOB cm too paart 
■of tee student*** {femora* X0BI3-i 80}
'®to satisfy too mtoral interests to too thteca aad 
forces of mtero with totals. mm. aro mrrotsrdod* and 
with toite tooy tmm% doaX$ to give infocrm&loa which 
X© tetcroattog for It® ct&& sate** (Towora* 1025* TO)
*To dowotop onto specific ideals* tmbits* sod concepts 
its tooso of aocaaracy# ac^OTOOont* persistency* open** 
mindedness* honesty* cans® and^affcob# wisito^aro gsaen*
d^olop mcli ocmcopto and imtoraX Isms as too^ ^
n&tero of tosnXc&X o«poai%i<m*. totora^Xstim of 
OhcBaleal oXomcmta* oto*, to too end tost science and 
reality zany function to ftaa ptooo of stiperafcition and 
tmoortatoty to oaqptotetog iiateml | t e m i * w ( f m » #  
1925; ao)
•Ba&agtd tea
tea & ntell eotu&X maturit;
r Hlgli Steeol by a ■ 
arc mppropri ate to
tec «en£©r kite atoool
pupil. 1926* 6,
toe typo of science
will result in tec producti on of tea 
tific;attitude ©a wall, .mm tec xsaatezy of tee aei entl— 
f£e geetood of #
and prlitaiple* of sal erne as are meeseary for 
rationalie&ti on and idealisation of tea- taMt® me** 
qnired in tea grades' and to atimul&te a deal ra to go 
forward with further study in selene** * {Pranls*
*)
of
on one n«d' wlte ten wo$k of tee graded eteoel and 
itesr with tee hlf#i school teieh prmridee a 
transition from tee subject matter and methods 
of tee grades to tee subject patter and methods of 
tee senior hi <#x steeol** (Trank* 1926$ 6}
®I?T0vide a sufficient range and depth of ©oienoe e$c- 
?' to the pupil to discover tee field of
and to develop all tense 
abilities mu oh tee subject makes
possible:* * * {Frank, 1926$ 6)
Pag© 18S
3XX* **Carry the pupil# imtareiit to toe paint of intellect- 
uaX i ndep on deuce* * (Frank* 1926: 6)
312* * Develop toe ability t© tolhfc 1b terns of toe material
mid operations of toe eoience* * (Frank* 1926? 6)
313* ^Prepare for &©&£~skilied occupations* * (Frank* 1926:
314* *Rational£&© toe sei ©ntific att&tudee* produce a ©on-
fldene* lit sol©nee and a desire to go forward*.* (Frank, 
19261 65
313* ^Develop those deal r&ble ideals* altitiides, tastes, 
and discipline which each of toe ccienees make pas­
sim©** (Frank* 1926s 6}
316* * Ability to sell or 01 space of profitably one* o auto-' 
mobile* horse* house, garden produce ana other pro- 
ducts of toe horse** (Hurnh&rg&x, 1926: *??}
317* "Checking sni baaing of toe sseters for g&%. crater,
and electricity in eomieetion vfto payment of till©** 
(Burnberger, 1926: 77)
318* *C3rcoking bousehoXd purchase# for accuracy in might
and measure** (Bumberger* X9ESs 77}
319* ^Marketing of farm end garden prodtico*® (Burnhorger*
19261 77}
326* ^Keeping toilet articles in order** (Bumbarger,
X92€s 77}
521* keeping a rasor in order** (Btirhberger* 1926: 77}
622* * Shaving** (Nurnberger, 1926s 77)
325* * Simple massaging*81 (Burnberger, 1926s 77}
38%* *0a,r© of toe- had r-— arranging, brushing, and sham­
pooing** (Burnberger* 1926s 77)
525*' #Caring for toe nails* manicuring, etc** (Bmmber- 
ger* 1926s 77}
326* **Proper pre©aution and fumigation to prevent toe
spread of contagious dlmasee** (Bumherger, 1926s 
77}
327* *Osing the sanitary values and properties ©f sun­
light** {Hurnberger, 1926s 77}
Page 136
328* care ot .garbage*.** (Btiraberger, 19261 77}
^Control of duet**
33#* nJ&iasmXm$. otatoa t m m  elotoing, fiossr© ana furniture** 
(Hurnberger# 1926s 77}
340* Proper asre and eXeantns of cut glass*. * (Buto&er- 
gOF* X920S 77}
341* ^Keeping to# ©liveware and other metal clean and 
pmttoed** (Huraberger* 1926: 77}
342# ^Keeping toe bato tub cad Samtedgr clean*® {Bura** 
bergef* 1926: 77}
343* ^Ability to prepare ©raioxiaX for dyeing end to 
vdye' material* * (Bumberger, 1026: 77}
344# *AMi£ty to ear# for s lavatory and lie equipment 
with toe asiniifiu» expend!tura of time and energy***
346-.
346,
M S * .
34S*
349,
350,
351,
853*
354*
&&«*
356* 
3 m *
358*
359*
380*
**A*t aMXity to use s b eleatrio waging to
keep ft »l#|L to renew wo:m-mib parts* * flfumber- 
g#%. X9P8s 77)
* 77)
to use a f£retoe s oooker*% (;
to us© m to#«M#tor £» -food 
p %  Xt20f 77)
a gas- o w n  to secure
*+ y»m% ft)&«**&** (3»
and jsrpeerviBg of fruit# veg
k 19
$ care
mm^mtot toe etudastt with to# laws ei 
necesaaxy for toe ma£ ntenanoe of M a  oi® and toe ee®-
Mfe 78)
and M-elogioal*:51 erger* 1928: 77}
* Ability to etorlll&e foode*3*' • (Msiti»#rg#r* 19261 
77}
"Freservsfcti on end care of p#M< 
herder* 1528s 77).
s*
*
«*ttog place** £lft
e*-* (Biiratorgei^r X926t' 77)
®AMXity to plan meato of toe 'swstmnt of to#
dietosy value# pal at a M  11 ty and tsa« of prspamtimu* 
(Hu.mberg#rr .XtS&s 77)
8JMilly to ©elect too©# that are «a&l©factory from 
the efcandpeint© of hygiene, appearance, end appro- 
prl a&exsstto to us#,1* flTuimtorger* 1.926.: 77)
•the sseni&l .,. i&oml end aeeial qumiiies necessary 
for parenthood ar proper toaraetor*** {J^rnberger,
1.930: 77)
qualities neeeeiiary tor parenthood of 
' w* {Mmtoexg##, 1936: 77}
Fag© 138
a© fully as eendltlen* the
w , ,    _ and ©MMtles- of one*©
own tolid-rea** (Burabertser, 1938# ?7)
*Ability to p&rtionXarf &# to© pcraoBal eHameleriu— 
tic# tot to toonld to idusi mt In to© upb.fi ngi og of 
®n&*m toildren,1* {H#rabef%5y, 1928# 77)
385* * Ability in m large part to initial* to© toolee of
'to# ©xperienaom toSto toetr children should have la 
order to attain to© to araetari.uti ©a and abilities' 
proper for tom*.* {Buraberger, %£Mm 77)
364* ^Ability to' judge and Is a, large part, independently 
%© to0O#a:3. toe material ©pportuui ti ©# and oobcH ti on©
fa to provided * ri©nc#-#»*
*AMX£ty to provide toe proper parental tour© of 
to© peraonai, ©eoiaX and moral, inf%%mmomm a#ee©sary 
t© to# right up-bringing of children* * (Burabergexr,
1928# 77)
*—long woator in to© praseno© 
m a  tormigh to© mi dst af toito 
**a Iff©,* (Btiratorger,. 1928#
of toe XiMtlus# i
* Ability to eaito for m m *  b m A M  mm$i giiaspses ^  wt* 
permitted - t o  to# findte vision of to© Being toito 
situates to© tin! vers© mm raveaXeci In natural 
tationa, in living areatorae, la mankind* la 
h£l#i©pt in to© record of man* a to#u@w©*
act lone, and uspi rati on.©* mm presented in hi story, 
literature* art, eslenee, pfcileeop&yv and la w f» 
reticles** ilt©ratora.*,# (Hurrtoerger* 1928.: 77)
^  a ©ease of one* # o m  rl#i..., .___ ___,.
are itoerant in to# 1 urge-group eonaei ousnosa and 
“ *“ “ 7* 102% 77)«*
Ability to eee one*# ©mrl rorasont toto to© social and
asicflj iffifreyffifiaffi* ^  a rant and 
"and fh©ao^a% ’ infinite In 
»*««»****, — and Ability to
aeo and realise- one*© oneness with to© emri roameat, 
to# infinite order of things and fore.©# ©Mto make 
up reality*. toe n  si on provi ded by oeleae©— pfey eieel, 
MaXogio&X, psy ohalogi eal and soaiuX** {Bumberger* 
1928# 77}
#A men#© of toe M g M &  ©f o therm and of one * s duty to 
other© toito is i toe rant in to# Xurge-group consol oust*
■#
01m m  1**.# dl **£ ana'* a o#X£ and
0& 0P# i$sie& springs faroo* ass.#f"*j 7&«lo» #f ft*® nunfe#** 
loan fersaB *md £n£lu&zio#& -aomrBitjo upon oaofc
Xu AX stnd mdi sit# out f*s3«s him (v£ii&8i$ prori de&
*;. .AAWWOMM^ *M*JW* i^A. },*19 C'
372* *A proper *bit& gro## out of a. reoognltioii 
*xts- pworXoesnaono wit&tn ms&*& m % t
m d  mtm^Xsm^L d&pen&enoe m o b  w m * m  
M i  on*11 tJSurntm pgor* 1926: 77}
h a M t 4 and iliopositieB to follow tiao leader- 
A l p  &t th-& xm&Ld* a ittain af xlislmw* (Xluindserger*
X926t
iossj&p^&t& d£
3? S.. . «Hti0 disposition
of- tfoSngs oteop* uareXeisB and 
it am and liaMi of gresiX^ valuing 
“■** (WmmkmTg&i*, 1926s ??}
376*
d o  t*Oi!i| t o  h g & L &  t o  h t j t k  I d O a l B -  ft»tl »***row«»*7's»t*.
i«2& 77}
to &9&& $&e proi#oii7e xm&»*
bvltbm% neoe-oa&rsr to preteofc one* e&eliT or fesaiXy from 
the msdmtB oma&d of rte&SX&de- mental tnef fi oienegr 
Of {J£dmherge r* 1026s. 77)
^AMIity HarougjOtmi life n&oordiftg to &m*m nature 
capacity to engage miJM px&a&smt mid profit In a 
imried report eagr of intellectual noii titles of pi or 
ippd for the nalse of of tm»*Q own semi-ax
C^mroborgerv 1926: 77}
to do -mm^i
m m $  77%
% t§:
nA wsffitm of tbs %»i&O:AO0d of ssasi* it .fell &&i$s# of 
iH€sabor,#>tp Hi# %m^&- or total Booto! ^mnp Xerge** 
group oms&ol ousne#** A  sentse of bumor 
of the eo»**siit3f of Mini#, of or&i^Ln* or n 
tmd of desiit&r. 7&# tei3den«sr of motion and reaoitim 
sate tdher$n& in. the Xariie^granp ooiisoiousneoa*.* 
(miWborgor* 3.926: 77}
c'3eno# of oneness in liuimnity so- m *&wZe paot:* pro--
m d future*. Ssnste of ois#fJB nmt -jen&Tati on in a
long’ 1 Bterllisfcod oerie# of ^ono.rsti obb* a  wi densd 
group- con.B^ i ou swana th-t look© bsolorard and 
feftde&ol&& to 3001 al so%1ob in respond# to 
tbe Mdetsed largo-^group 
1926 s W )
u* of'man
to<# mmmm o f mtm*m Iu& lt>a&  -and mm  d i
fxC tastlou mml reXisitoieBo and H m re ltt *
e * t i e  geixdsi# o f mas?* m.m n atu re  and fe a ilfn tl.« ta #  
d*. 3fe# w orld  o f #nd i-mimaX X ifs
#* A #  world of physical g&eziomemi
f#  Xim geoXegloaX #$$& e s t rosBaaaieat w o rld  
g* flie world of :mi£dmr and quality* f o m # color: 
end irlmmx cart* sound and/ssttalo* language and 
literature of" teH m oIdgy  
& * fh o  w orld  o f eonEposlte form s* h i l l# *  weeds*
Btmmrn* lakes* oceans* .and fitae*1*
?, 392%  w j  -
M  fe- of nature urn a #on»# of r#** 
33 fiaea^d^Si: of both 
W |
prelXtf^Xy to
i#2df w }
Retort ng*,** ilfurubet^'% 192%
* |K
**&«&* C^u
?. w i
tsMnn up <
nmt tiistg In #feldh one Is inierw 
*«* 192% 77}
on to use
fJU%0. Ij^  i
^rger*
£:flbe Hi#
/
ty to renew I mstt, thut are- worn out in house—
*,*•
trio wiring i^ rs-tem
plug# Sti
>m m m t  w )
O0‘
from the horns©
end our#' of the electric lighting. system 
#f the house*.* {Bnimberger# 192%. 77)
^ A b ility  to  out o f f  th e  cu rren t o f e le c t i io lt y  from, 
its# tiourn ty  means o f the proper sw itch* * 
her*. 1926t 77}
fuel* etc* * for household use**
393* _ 11 Ability to choose the decorations of rooms* wall
^ pictures* rugs* furniture * etc* * so 
will comply with the principles of 
u* (Hurnberger* 11.....
14* “Ability tofi
tt
1 S 0 6 *  7 7 }
to
397*
a- hem so 
*
e { Hurnberger*
the suitability of 
locations**
> tttf t 77}
or
trAbility to
*  { M U m b a r g e r  *  1 9 2 6 :  7 7 )
, ft #F* I
etc*,* of household electric appl icanoes ? electric
»* vacuum
I92SI
*$£ie care of electric hattertea*-,s {'8smah#rgor^ 1928: 
77}
* Ability to connect and. use a reducer In the opera- 
etc*11' fferai^i*gsi^ 19231 77}
n 
7 7 )
*■■ and matnt^siBnce of oase*# 
r 19261
i f ,
* of children* The
of house life** (Brurnbarger* 1926: 77}
406* 11Social Inter eommnleat Ion*“ {Huraberger> 1926: 77}
“fee care of oil stove including putting of the 
tSte^erger* 1926: 77}
41*?* ■* Ability to make oriels mental. mid mmti<sm£L
state# and aetlviti e# efmtii but# In tim mmxXizim &e** 
grea to .#»#** i^jsmzuiX well being, * -(Mumberner*
190% W J
Hie tmX of bodily' tei^omture#* * (mirnber-
Ifer* 192% 77|
421* ^Ability to ciwss in way# timt pifts&efce the physical 
well being i n ’the dagre#*# (ifumherger*
420* *liwdttaga of -sediment -Cross hot water tanks* ** (Burn- 
lw*g!K!fe 1906: 77}
423* ®AMXily ta operate herb water heater#** {Hurnherger*
mC m m  of paint#*
to d  ^QBSl *
.go- as 
* oo
Ability to use sail kind® qdt measuring
tera* time* cfeb4* ' 1926:,
* ltferZ&mt%n% m id ro&X
in Xampm* bid
V* XOCJSS* «£$g$&at3^  &X&P& 
^ ***%■:
'# **«»**^^J»*SE&».SsS^: . Cftl13## X
Xrm nod reasiJ^ sibXS ng* * (llui!hbarisepr 1926: 77)
worn or 
*
■$#rs!
^Ability to i A ‘© on#*# food eonbrSimte in the
suraao?** t# ®%m*m sfey#
^Ability to perform on*** Civic ftmatlnn* I n aeepsxw- 
atiug wife m l  An. the- support anti control of public 
en&a&ed in promoting Hi# general
. anal, fluid to oooper-
ate effectively' to provide feoie# 
tisiii*3 1908: ft)
m m  oaouxus&i on$$ re#.»i
a** 192% 7*?}
#.
°Activitieo iir#olimd In one*# general social rel&tion- 
#ii#0 and tM&afflexw* (Bamberger* 1926: 77)
^lavelapmeBt and saal 
(!iumb.ergi3.r#,. 192% 77)
lts.es of 
19201 77)
"Ability to
t flff
m goad fatmdati on for fenm
m%? part of fee 
!* 19261 “
ge*V 1920: 77)
*f<* develop la fee pupil fee ability to felnk^olear-
ly:#. eoomirately about ealeatifie material*1*
burgs V* 1926: 77)
train the student %® -to clear and aeeurafe fe£nk*» 
l u g *  t o  d e v e lo p  f e e  a e i e u t i f i e  l i a t l  t  o f  a s fe d *  a n d  
f e e  h & M t  rtf mmpmmMmm ju d g m e n t  u n t i l  h e  h u m #  h e w  
and fey*-" {mumtmrg**, 192%. 77)
* * f #  c r e a t e  f e e  4mmXm f o r  o r i g i f e l  i m r e a t £ g a t i  o n s  
.and-. yeee&rfe.*t- he feet era- feife h e m  been and are 
new ef aufe feestiiafeXe value to mankind* * (Burn- 
heftier*. 1925: TO)
" A b i l i t y  a n d to  to m  ovqt %n 
tm &&&*&
t o
i
m m to a large 
‘able mm  
*g®2?0. W2Bt
lileposi bion m m %
cervation of ■ » *  thlB«s r 4
Pgas?* 19361 77)
atoerst-fled: ob* 
as * fruitful 
1
471» operation .asxd care of ■ a motor ’boat#*5 tffmrnbex***
a®r* w )
472*. *teft«w*ir pbotograpb^ #« (Btimb©rBor# X9S8f 77)
4m* care of teas** (fsmtorgei*, 19261 77}
€74#; Ability bo oar® £ w  the TObor oart Imbrication* 
m&tog adjuatemta# elea&ing* renewing assesalbXe 
worn p*:g*c&*. siding and hanging tires* afco** { l m *
49i*. 77)
gaarten49#*. ’*ftsa. o»ae$.»g _ ami
*«&&»** v^m% m
498* *3&£ 1
*  • U p p i n g  #£ Asu&a^ tw#3*»,
‘  " w “ *
I*.* n&rn**
S O I .  " A b i l i t y  t o  a r r a n g e  o r n a e s e n t a l  _...
o f  d e e i g n . ”  ( E u w i t o e r g e r ,  1 9 2 6 :  ?*?)
0X4,
*jSA, fc7-*r
principles of design,* CWhrnborgor, 1920* 77}
to Jtklga iid»
.hold wiring in relation to over 
ImS^Ttkm f* flftlWrih ..
£; anti*0srefb.X regulations or all i«j»viFi|s* 
cooking mmohmnXsms at nlipib or -firing absence in f £ w  
of safety*1* (Ifarnbcrger, X920 s 7*7}
*C&t & and -proper s- 
fires,. ** (Hmviteyger*-
of wood and coal to prevent 
a26f 77}
IJ Ability to toeolate eXohrio 
1926 s 77}
607* "Ability to
»• m
to ami deal with tXie \mriouo eleebri*
gar, 1926s 77}of accident or shock
SG8* wAbility to wisely ntfXtoe the service of .specialists 
in health and physl 
(fftimberger, 10261 77}
fl Ability to tasro protective precautionary measures 
or remedial steps necessary to protect <me*s self or
a eonsi&ombl© mister of ccErnoosn ailments* * 
or,, XtSO? . 77}
^Ability te care for M m  slelo— so- far a© lupaes 
ad fmve «w«* ability#* fltenterger* 19ms 77)
^Ability te irecp reasonably tofeswsed in the degree
Of a X&ynmn a© to the discoveries to eclenm*
to the fields of health c m w m t i o a  and promotion 
C^ ii3?fitos^ r^, X92G* 77)
^ability alone or to connection with inedfe&X 
lots to deal effectively with the zsany 
order©,* (Hximbergcr, X92SS 77}
nA-Oi-Hty to control se;s functions to tfc 
■physical and social well being*n
■*#
,  a v <:
* Ability to keep the heart and blood vessels to a 
nOTmal working condition* * CBumterftsr^ 1926 s 77)
^Ability te avoid the conditions which bring on and
*4XtXity to'asm for the aese, «imv und t o w l * *
' *<&MXAty- to care for the eyes,15 (m&mhes g^sr^  1926i 
7^ 7 } ^
* Shinty t o protect from motes* Oust, and noxious
— j ~ , %$m* .toi
5X9, ^^MXXty to deal with eosdXti one- produced
*4MXfty to draw up a program of work, , 
sleep, ma&e» etc* fceet suited to one#« “ '
•nature u«4 capacity ; and currently to keep it adapt­
ed to the ewer afcaftj&tsg conditions of §m *« situa**
* 4 h i X i  t y  tci d e t e r m i n e  t h e  p r o b a b l e  cost, o f  o p e  rati o n
of m®r gas' or electric ‘
*Ability to control s m l:« relations to ‘the 
wo as to  aesur© msxteum benefi to  therefrom,*. *  
berger, 1926:' 77}
525, utility to provide the ■ most- favorable condlfclons
in igesarsX all harmful or
or
phiXooojphy of Xi fa which so far mm 
e& in eel e»ce«*~pby si cat* l&eXegsteaX* 
tmd- social*** | rger, 1920s 77)
of as active and vivid 
oonsel ononess which leeks pxlJs&riXy to the 
welfare of the eem&unlly, state, nation, and
t*
of physical health and
 ....  w i t h  s a t u r a t e  forces* i n t s i i a X e *  aaad
phenomena,* (Hi! <md others* 1929: 27}
527., *$he a ^ m o l& tle n  and s l& o lflca& ee o f n a tu ra l j&esaa**
ena«
®Xtie efficient use and control of nature* s forces and 
materials,* {tihX and others, 19295 27)
**$&& scientific attitudes toward, and study of the 
envi r osmentml mla&lejMhlps and so on until all of the 
dealruble modes of adjustment an listed**
Page 150
530*
ft
yut. '♦
536#
nTh® enjoyment of the .materials* forces, jtmwvi»»wi 
and application which constitute our environment*n 
itSal ana other®, 1989* 27}
nThe Intellectual Interests in all the major indlirf* 
dual and social life problems which relate to the 
adjustment to the environment*n (Tfhl and others* 
1929s 27}
’’First hand experiences * thus making life more worth 
living, creating beauty whenever possible, develop* 
in® character, health and batter cit Ison ship* tare 
sand more the aesthetic side Is being employed*** 
(Ytmkers, 1929; 85)
wTo be able to m k e  deductions from a mass of dat&*ir 
(Briggs* 1932? 05)
’’Pupils should tm introduced to museums and taught 
how to use them*11 (Briggs, 1932? 65)
’’Avocation* Under this abjective of scientific 
teaching is instruction on how to make a walk in 
fields, woods,. as wall as travel in general, moreti
mTh& world is so full of interesting things of scien* 
tific interest and importance that the course should 
definitely attempt to  make pupils aware of them’ and 
appreciative .of them*1* (Briggs, 1032? 56)
Ko peopxs aware o f  
tlans o f  inventions that ■ lessen labor a n d  
ble comforts5 should teach them to use them with coo*
to give them such repair as possible to secure better 
Implements and practices and too like**1 CBriggs, 
19321 65)
.««!uUU#
utilitarian- values of science are.,, how science is 
applied to mal£e: life safer and easier, to prevent 
disaster and disease, to maintain and Improve health, 
to help men to escape superstition*11 (Briggs, 1932? 
65)
*Xfc should facilitate to# starting each pupil, on toe 
type of special study for which he seems best fitted** 
(Briggs, 1932# 65)
**te objective of general science is that it should 
prepare for a later successful study of more special-
" * ” gsf 1932? 65)«
*lbc w£m use of lei sure time in one of the main 
objectives generally accepted of xMuoation* then 
te little profit In art ambling for more ieieu^e time 
write** one ha# mmtfclfis satisfying to do sdth it* 
^or i i l m  time every one dteould have a bcbly* A 
general sol esc© course asm mokm eonsi <le mble aoniri~ 
but! on to the future happiness of its pupil# by 
definitely attesting to discover and develop inter­
ests to set up hobbies* and to mew how they may be 
eawled on independently* « {Briggs* 1932; 63)
*T& melee contact with people m o  are itttomwted in 
the m m  things** { B i i m »  193.2? m }
and Assoai at ion Commit tea#
*Xo an unde 
of
service of
to
be understood in ao
g of the
r la our
welfare of the nation
mar*" {e *h *.a*
•Coed soiano© instruction should
m o m  
*205
fer) in the life of the omiwmsmmt ty giving a 
litmd aoqualstance with plant sad animal m££$tbo3 
laaot €3}
course itt biology should accept efficient bee 
instruction. as one of its chief specific ends*1® { 
2»iW 1920? 63)
courses should emphasis® muss of the met 
epplloetlem of bioiogieax science to 
Utmsm activities and to general and IndiTiauaX hu- 
man welfares* m d  eepmia3Jy should faaailiari&e the 
pupil with the structure and functions of hi3 own 
body to the end that he may know why he must live 
healthfully Is order to lire happily and usefully* 
1920; 63)
w
&
♦Biology course# Should train the pupil to observe 
life accurately and to fom logical conclusions 
ihorttgh the soXuti on of problem# and through project# 
essential to the productive wofk of agriculture and
♦ (if* It* A** 19201

sat*.
sea*
M & *
564*
Mi$i
ass*
669.
&oourafcaty ol^r&lioaiat fast® and fhenamis# 
and at the « « #  tine negieatiag dtstreciiesui and 
detail® that hose me 61 peat mXmXXmi t# the $#$!&«**
in &axxd«* 1920168)
*3ENt help pupil# t# *ti*the# they h a m  #pii»*
tudea for Esther woxar in applied aaieneea
and to ludmoe pupil# haring m t &  aptitudes tm, ante# 
higher 86£uh&** there t# oott&liaue that# -saleme# 
etudle#** (Jh&«4*» li20t 63}
giro iftfermtles of daflmit# tanriet to h e m  
and dallr 1M*U* -19201 63)
*^#oistiig uaeful mf&o&e of ®$&®Xwm problem* ** 
ifeHte 63)
ef'istoswat#* haMt%' and ahiMties*® 
/(*»&»*«* lissc* 63)
**f# huild #&$& the earlier eel#### aourseg and hnit 
together prirsieu# eeieme wojgte: hr mtppiying teor** 
ledge fundamental tm ail solenee*# 
tH.:8»JW» 1920: 63-1 (JUC«&»-, 19241- 64)
*#e develop ih#«# epeeifie Interests* h&Mts* and 
Militia# t# fihish aolema# irf&nJ^  should eontrihute.* 
ftt+S**,* 1920: 01) *
*&$ g£v© an appreoiittiaii f#f life) Aid h  the.
ew^iehenaiom -and understanding of the- $&£&&»&&. 
or life** ' iiSUfcj&»A*. 1920: m )  ■
'*f# inaura to the. pupil the under# t #»di mg of the 
eoientific TOthei of procedure and the ahiilir t# 
me# it a* a m a m '  #f solving hi# pmfatmm**
(S*&,$«A*.*. 1920: 98)
*3 N i s u p p ly  a  m o tiv e  t o  th e  p u p il  th ro u g h  h i#  eo tn cep *- 
tion of the m l u e  of the work to usmmXt and the 
o®#ej£tusiiti## fa# a^fevemist ®hidh it offers**
1930: m )
ff# gain am a^praol-atiou of and ethioal value#
through eoBeepiloma of the- universe a# g o m » a  tgr 
la s *V  mehamgimg rawi over operative.*
C2L0*?*A»* 1920t 98)
:g#l0:- insure. the aanuiaittom- of 3m«ntledtp a# a hasi# 
for a & m * *  CB*0*.f*JW* 1920: 90)
• T o  mbv&ngjfatm Wm e h a r a e i e r  m£ t o y s  a n d  @ i r l a  
ogs&fist to© timptationa ©f-ycRito*** (&*£* B*T* 0* ,1922:76}
•To- to© youth toto 2®r pmmmpt mu% example to
t& 0c rlxsi nato for taomBeXrea totoeen the 
the s A a & l m  aa
and other aimisoHont-a; .ami to w t z o p  a 
pwferene© for to© tooleedM©** (MmY«B*TmC**X022: 76}
•T# g i w  young saro and w m m m  w m m  oenoeptfoa -of the 
rropoiisi M  XI ty of parenthood to to© light of isodem
had** 2.022: fd)
i^oft of 
to do toeir
*fo tndD too 
00 that
faring imit&bX© ipddaao© to aex m&tt&xm to- their 
o^xamn** 1922: 76}
eenrioe  in  0bo»dsrt3y a 
topiea* and* to dotos to* to eea 
stoimm ssqoltometoir' a w  well tau^t so
s^ r i m toiXfc upon 00 a foundatx on to 
oOXXe^o and to- ease hie (to# pupil*©) tmn order to 
aor#Xf^ia^ Xtotod- topic©** iA*0.s*# 1924: 64}
^ 0  show toe aerrioa of 0fc©isiiatrjr to toe hone*. to 
health* to ioedieine, to agriculture, to iaduat 3§r, 
©to«5 in a word to toow toe aerviee of 
emgn&gsr*1* {A*C,B, * X924: 64)
'"To eao-onro^o stodtnxto to uee reference- took© other 
text** - (A*0*0*,
•To halt pupils find themselves, to dieaoror toother 
they hanre on aptitude for further study in Chemistry 
or allied science*. :md if 00 to encourage sueh
fago
584* m m t m m students to keep a notebook toidh
toa&X he u» r a m i #  of Xabcmt-aiT e^erien**
©as sazprasaed in- carols#* clear BngXidu0 
£4*0*0** 19241 64)
#06# *to .develop a careful eorwXatiTO between reoita** 
ti#& i®r*d es^stoeist** £a*0*.0**, X924f 6 4 )
#06* *To train toe student to keen obaervatlcn aasd exact 
t o & s e a t n & » m  (Ab.tR*®** X934f- 6 4 )
#67.* T# t w t o  toe pupil to totok hr otoarfitig# eeopartog^ 
and' gsmra&lstog and testing isle reauXis*0
X92S: 09}
$311* *T© appreciate and practice toe rules of healto**
(0*2*0,, 192#: #9}
#89* «to give toe pupil opgortuni ti as to develop wseure©**
(0*3*0*, 192#: 69)
#90*. *to dsveXep to#' pupil*© ability to Inmdsli judg*** 
NOta** ($*6*C#, 1926: 60}
#91* *to develop toitlafetve** (0*8*0,* 1906: 69)
#92*. *to give toe student with toeiaXe&X
apparatus* # 0.8*0*, 19 *&&%- 69}
#93. Vfo ie&eh mtood* of celylng problems**
(0*8»e»* 192#S 69} fcvuett* 1928: 81}
694* *T© develop an appreciation for the aesthetic value
of plants m i  animal©*0 (C.a.C., 192#: 69)
#9#* *To give toe pupil to. tosd&it into toe easttie&ttiSKi 
of toe evetyaSgr world*0 (0*8*0*, 192#: 69)
#96* 0Te develop logical processes or taetheds of reesen^ 
ing,* (0*8*0** IftSfe 69)
#97* •Te develop toe ability to classify f&ota and to 
fewuiste jiadgm-nts upon to# el assi fi o &ti on* *
(0*3*0*, 192#: 69)
#9S* •Te give toe pupil to ides of -toe interralati one of
ChfwelBtogr wito toe profess!one of ne Heine, dentistry, 
engineering, etc*0 (C,S*.C,«. 192#:. 69}
#99* 0jfo give toe student - visual, and actual experience
vito toe ef toito he. reads to tortboeks,*
(0,$,0*# 192#: 69}
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600, -«X# teach the pupil to reason from facts*
to leave out t&* pemetsal olenent and to think,*
£0,8,8,*: 1925: 69)
601, *Ta give the papil. an iu&wiiuotldit to €fe«^et3^r on 
15 m®M:£t®& M i  particular enrlronment and to <mahX© 
him to tandersianci the ctjesdcol fast#: in M e  #v#ry»- 
day wading** £8*s*8*# 1925: 69)
692*.- *fo develop M m  ability to auwoxdae generaXXrat i ons 
into concrete rant#** (C*3,C*» 19251- 69)
695*- **fo giir#. the student ej^ perXenoe of feur m chemist
a problem,* (8,8,8,* 1925: 69)
#94, *f0 develop an agspreoXotlon for the eontrihoii oiaa hy
individu&Xa ihsst haw made scientific prog was 
pMatBftfr** {0.8,8,* 1926: 69)
#06* *fo develop. 832 -appreciation for th© oppXieotloi* of iise 
MelogiooS sciences to hissim -wolfaw** { C* 6*0* * 1925; 69)
606* *f# aeouoint the pupil isXih bodily prooessse m  thft
h# muy hotter now for his health,* £0,8.C, , 1925: 69}
60*/* **5?0 correlate saentol sad s*anu©i. doacfcerXty,,**
£8,8,8.* 1025: #9)
#00*. *fo stimulate purposeful (8,3.8,* 1925:#9)
609* w^ 0 develop interests, habits* .and abiliiess tin
Biology)** £8,8*8,* 1925: 69)
610. *To develop the memory.* £0*8,0,* 1026: 69)
611, *to illustrate ®mms:m£$& prooeaaas,* £0,8,0*1925:69}
612. *fo develop the scientific attitude of mind,:*
£8*8,0,*. 49) | 1880: 81)
613, *To sustain .isuoeeaefuXXy certain definite social 
rel ati onahi ps* such as civic* doraeslie* county* and 
the life*** <0*8*T*# 1989: 79)
6X4. *T# engage in exploratory* vocational* and vacation
activities.* (M.0,11,* 1929: 79)
6X5. *X&veXops*ont of definite menial techni ^t*e» in memoir*
infomati-on* Judgment* mad reasoning. * {H* C. T, *,1929:79 )
6X6. *To maintain health and pfoyoieal fitness** 
tB,8.fA# 1929: 79)
•#17, #4oQniring right h&Mto mid useful skills.**
£B,0.T.* 1929: 79)
it tmtos the jp^pfl to the _
and tod&ettoeu* 
imXth «oA 3fe£X* Xi@Bt « $
m B m of m t e i l
Vr . „ %_
im %9vw$&&&& Bitot? By these ^ w t i «  hto 
poser ot o b servatio n  and Judgnsenb a rc  tra in e d  and he.
of .observing the upgemr» 
o f iia iu w *
towa ptr$B mo 
and &B&X#- 3&Q&I
csn*
m m  tor the study of sefmee it@i« m  
to dhsonmtien tor wlitoh it tomishes 
and Ban* 38BSI- BBI ‘
giring tl :mt Hand inf emotion -md holding: inter* 
*3Bt and attention** m d  Hall*, W02; 25}
mfh^ of gbsmxvm
entlf la 2
xu m m m m *
1 © 4$!pUe& 
as in m i n m m *  Bui-2a the latter
* v*-
o h j o u i B ,  i t .  w f e e m  m% i n t e r e s t  in  a n d  m «ti 
©see raise #a different mnd wuq-&t worthy set
of nativities** (Smith arid Hnllg. 2902: 25)
It is a sg^el-s&-vs$4®e in its i ^ M m s a  in
ing ssurees of pleasure ofcich are cleaj^  ?md 2; 
and which produce no hud effects*ff
<&2«r<S and Mglow* 1994: 22|
*3ioXo$3r has a mmelaX value in education because of 
the discipline midi It i^ireo to the trdnd engaged in 
Its atosferw* {Xlegrd and Biglew* 2904: 22}
■*80 ore- led into the mtudp (of Biology} 
take aesthetl© pleasure in the things 
dM&ftfr* (hlord and 31«2osr^ 2904: 22}
*21 rsfs.# the air* of teaching ^ oologsT 00 ih**t It' will 
afford pood cedent 1 fie discipline should he the- weigf 
foundation of .eMlegiecil teaching**
(2*2<$rd and BigXoif* 2904: 22}
•^ Second,, it should he olmed to present the iufoma*
'*, aesthetic or moral 
oat v&Xuabl
# - 2904:: :
hgr the
Mcossdafy education*** ( 
*3ielogy has a
,<m th«& It hriisgi** •* 
%  1904.* * * *
*fhe eel erne teedher haan m double duty Cl) to train 
th© student in a new wiay of thinking* and {2} to 
acquaint him with the mmmm of facie mid laws that 
©dene# has acquired and to see that he goto hi* 
©h&r© of the ixheriiamoe of the aeeismilatecl wisdom
of the ages** (Slessen* 2924: 82/
$40* "What needs to fee brought out if how a
'643...
£© 11 
moien~
tidal conditions, intematt onal aff ai r«# and the 
prevailing mode of toi«king*# (Slosson* 19245 62}
*We mot put student in .contact during too course 
wito: a great amount of bleXogioaX material in to# 
hop# that h# will develop m wide range of sustaining; 
individual liiicreuts* (themitigham* 1925; 6*1)
*W# -aim at developing **s a-final product an indi~ 
vi&uaX to© 1# * intellectually independent * **
♦ *
*$?© shall sia to -a clear and fomefuX written*
*W# aim at attaining a tombed attitude toward life 
through to# understanding and toe appreciation, of 
th© M g  fundamental principles of biological scienei 
(Ctomlngtim, 1926t 67}
**T/e must devoid to© power to study biological 
science*11 {0uraiini#ia£s# 19265 67}
**3X1# vi 5*aA values tout eel enc# cun eontrihnte 
fee summarised as follows;
a*** Useful 
fe~ A technique of' inqidjgr 
a** Scientific attitude 
d* heimare pursuits 
Tolerance
**Sei ence helps us to do valuable work about toe 
hone#* It helps n m to repair leaky faucets* th# 
electric bell*, toe setaoke pipe mi toe furnace,, 
to# look on the deer* toe gear- on to# 1mm mower*
To keep our feodXes clean* our cloth#© clean* our 
drinking water pure* and our sewerage from causing 
diseases raqui res m knowledge ' of science* W# must 
study' end 3mow and practice science in order that 
w# ia%~ lire success sful liras* Surely this alone 
is a good and sufficient reason for stuffing; science.*1 
(Sreenbcrg* 1930; 73}
th© steismfe % 
w b j of Hi© fto&l of oedema that fee
of fc&e #o±ent£f£c foots oaafi 
M e  t M & »  m
nfZo jglvo the ste&oxit -«m t&iO^&torad&MS of 
I w e  *xv2 thoir soieotSfle application to 
problems to- the -ead Hist bo may bo «a 
(OrooolUw# 3&&$* *?D>
su#-*
student a year of scientific traisa** 
prove to tie as • worths, ehdle an edu~ 
for tee one eilX never 
agadn as it is to the student teo 
itis subject for- years** {Cr®~
anees vhtdb 
useful JU 
ienoo in
lias
neater
a m
comfort and ooismN 
V  (
of aeienca in public utili- 
the indi vitiu-al magf more adequat-
celllua, 1923: ?Oj
H
opportunity for anfg&ai ntmnc-a isite tee 
elementary Xmmm of nature s£$idb aid in understand­
ing’ those o&tiseateip problems isbite arl »e in 
eenimetion '3&te suet: topi00 of conservation of 
our natural resources* asask# ell M  nation* etcu* 
(CMtttfmue, 1923: 7Q)
*fo contribute &u*M specific ideals of habits# 
ntt4 concepts mm t e w e  of accuracy, per si sienoe, 
ope omi ad© dne s a* la one sty' c au se# and effect* whi oh 
are essential to tee study of science* * (Crecell-
tms* X923: 70}
•To gtm Item. pupils a broad and januiisi© appreeia* 
tion of teat the development of science Beaus in 
the modern seelal industrial and national life**
•To provide the opportunity for the student to 
explore the field of sol©nee for the purposes of 
vocational and educational
"To acquaint the student with tlxe clement ay law 
of nature necessary for the maintenance of his 
own 
70}
"Te&cJi dependence of i ndustxy on seienee* * {Reuo-
sen*. 1923: S3)
nTo train pupils to think and to for® logical 
oomslusl ons based on facts* * {Reusser, 1923:
"To make tea pupil a good eittzen through his 
knowledge of good food, good health*. and good
lining habits*” {Heusser* 1923s 83}
670* ”To broaden the pupils knowledge of Ufa own body* 
through the study of the struetere of and func­
tions of other animals and plants*” (Beusser, 
1923s 83}
671* ”1*0 derelop interests in the life of the envir­
onment by giving first band information of plants 
and animals.#* {Heusser, 1923s 83)
672* f,fo train the pupils to make accurate obaervs-- 
tlon&j** (Beusaer, 1923? 83)
673* nTo develop the ability to think clearly and in­
terpret correctly*” {Leoker* 1925? 75}
674*- ”1*0 give the pupil a fund of valuable informal-
tion which can he applied ’to oners industrial 
and social life*11 <£eeker* 1925? 75}
678*- nlo give the pupil a fund of information about 
nature and science* ” {lecker* 1925? 75)
676* nTo give concrete illustrations-of important facts 
and principles*” {Cureton* 1927? 71)
677# *$& give the child a general preview of the
field of science to the end that he may have 
a better basis for' the selection of fui ther 
work in ' school and perhaps to life*” (Cure- 
ton* 1927? 71)
678* nTo develop in the child those particular
habits and -attitudes* and to- present to- him 
those particular facts and principles*- most 
likely to be of definite use to him as a 
child and as -an adult*” {Cureten, 1927s 71)
679* ”To develop to the child an interest in the
value# worth# and beauty of science to the and 
Ishet he may have opened before him a great rmm~ 
bdr of inter eat tog avocations# and that ha may 
be stimulated to go farther into one or more of 
the many fields of scientific endeavor*” (Cure- 
ton, 1927? 71}
680* ”To develop in the child those general attitudes
and habits of broad .mindedness*- fidelity to truth*. 
careful inquiry* and evaluation of evidence to 
connection with problems* and logical analysis of 
data which will tend to mould his character and 
temperament to the best manner.” (Cureton, 1927? 
71)

69?*
698*
699*
$00*
701.
702*
703*
704*
708.
706*
707*
708*
709*
710*
711*
712*
713,*
I & '164
* A  k n o w le d g e  o f  l i f e * ®  o o & i v t t l e # *  *
19271 74)
"Choioa and efficiency in a vocatlon** { Jae3s>
son* 1927* 74)
•Sondurage inquiry.' {Jackson* 192?i 74) 
"Health** (Jaekstm, 1027s 74)
tfe promote) *8oad citizenship*. {Jack sob, 1927:
*3fc prepare for other;subjects* H ( Jackson* 1927:
1928* 81)
*i*
*To give educational and vocational guidance** 
(truatt* 1928: 61)
mT® develop peuerd and habits of d  versified ob­
servation.* (fmisfct* 1928: Btj
*To dispel belief in c m m m  supexstitlone* * {Pru* 
ett, 1928: m l
*7o train pupils in accuracy of thou^it and ex­
in matters of science.* (Pruett, 1928:.
S'pupils to interpret their envirampent. * 
(Pruett* 1928: 81}
"To stimulate to furrier and more science study.* 
1928: Si)
the ability to read intelligently 
popular science literature** (Pruett,, 1928: 81}
•To develop the ability to appreciate and apply 
tea principles of personal mid community hygiene** 
(Pruett, 1928: SI)
•To develop on appreciation of she great contrl- 
but!one of science to modem life** (Pruett#
1928: 81)
•To develop in pupilo the proper attitude toward 
science— civic problems and their solution.* 
(Pruett* 1928s 01)
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# mm& ti£»£fif«etft«i&** * (lot on*
. m mm
**$>prtoiation «f thm mifc of p u t  seisntiBts of 
$msfc bb& pxemat** iBsrger i M  others* If H t
*EtoowXe<ig# of the aomcon selentifto tissi 
me&r la madiam** (Bsarger othsro* Xt3&f
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7*#* *d8quir«i**Bt ef a dOKtaating lalamt in a field
for mhlatt h» X« best fitted,* (Berger and ethers.
7S9* "Knowledge that will give an insight tut* the
nature a m  ©*srani®atiea of tb© eavireis>ei&* asking 
of it an oiguriised whole Instead of a |«l of 4ta» 
Jot God parts,* (Berger and sihere, 1831s ' 68}
736* *Kaewledg© that will natural late rest* in
%*3® m'Wmmmw Wm Wmm#*- 'wm/mWi*, 1Wm mmm Sn*S®Ml30*Wi
and vita whiefa «* »u*t desl,* (Sssgsr and ethers,
1931*. 66)
731* "KSewledge of the nature, re^ iiiroaseats end passt* 
billties ef fits vocations built on science for 
the purpose of assisting in the obotee of a vaea* 
tins,* (B«apr a m  ethers, 1931* 65}
732*. "KaswlGdgs of 'the eaqpertswatal evidence for ease 
•f the fundamental principles of eeieue*** {8*a 
ger'and Others, 1931* 66)
733* "Knowledge of the work which sill directly prepare 
for further sssk in science and the vocations 
built. on iciiai. . (Valid only for those she have 
a oheees vocation.) 
a, Sesi-Sfcilled vacation*
fee Prefeasioas»-*eis«i aeeri ug. asdic!na, eto,* 
(Berger and at hors, 1931* 63)
734. ' "Powar or ability in uee ef scientific jeefchod, 
lisle aay be analysed lutes
a, fortsulation and definition of prcblea
b. Collection and aasesfcly of accessary and rele** 
vast data
e, Critical analysis of data
d* Bevel ©jpment and fea«Jl.etto» «f hypotheses of 
possible solutions 
' e. Testing the validity ©f a proposed hypothesis 
until a satisfactory solution is found** 
(Berger sad ethers* 1931* 66}
735* "Peeer to apply general principles to new and
complicated oases,” (Berger w s  ethers* 1931* 65}
736* *Pew«r or ability te generalise rationally trm 
■ ex»criK«atsl results** (Berger and others*. 1931*
737* "Power or ability is use of l&boraiery ieehnlaue
sad its application to objective material,* (3er*> 
ger ma& ethers* 1931* 63}
©r atoll ty exemfift or
Xtetlne it
data 
t o
05)
r*wr« or
ticm
*3:
• of i nqui ry~**~X ooSci ng 
in til a. t&lngs about TOO,
and
ar and
*flabii© of earxying ooncluslons oirer into ao'tioneu*
;mic1 aotlon
XAaraista»e©-- 
Self eonlro-X.
Of mg-m%om and order 
Of eor,si daring others
H*
i %
J*
k* Pisanos** and others* 193X:65}
*Ag
Producing e-omfort and ccnir&nl cnees
Producing and sustaining the madam induetri 
11 (Bearer and otiiors* X93Xs 5)
r in.s
Freedom from haunting fe and appalling
superstiti ans
Freedom from ignorant practices*.* {Berger and 
^ X93Xt 65)
to of the jfiaamrX* uaiderl^ing -mzr ewamw» 
snrimf^enW' (Berger and o there* X93X: -60)
160
‘MB* "Bctentlf&e attitude {objective#)
a* Open ni»&©teeas-— 111olds Ju&g^mnt until, all 
the facts are town* -. 
b* 11 aces confidence in ohjeetive ewldence rather 
than authority or. opiuion 
e* Faixml nde&neas~*~~ sees. the vixole truth regard­
less of personal Mas* saciaX or rell^Lous 
pre4udl.ee
<2. Intellectual. I\aneety re frets s from nrer
etatemut* but hdhexea to - seieniifi cally ac­
curate mtmtrnimmtm and opinions* * (Berber and 
others* 1931: 65) -
749* "Attitude nf confidence in toe, results of science. * 
CUerger and ethers* 1931: 65}
760* i^Hirpeae- (drives) * objectives*
a* Bed re for further' knowledge
b* Beet for verification
c. Sjesire for facta rath or than cmlni ons
d* toe **n&Xl to ej^ erliaenlt* In settling problems
e* gpirlt of invention** {Better* zm& athent*
1931: 65)
761,* nIdeals £aiaotianilisscd standards af conduct)
1. Feral sti nay
he^alty to truth 
3. ^ M e t  
d* .::evation to cause 
6* Tolcirsnae 
6*. Bdf-o^cn fi ce 
7. Altruism 
S*. Kindness.
9* Cyr*pa.thy
1C. humaneness* * {Berger and others* 1931: 66}
732* “Interest in metmmm- articles in news papers and * 
magazines*45 (Berger and others* 1331: 65}
753* ' *Acquirepent nf interests which magr develop inti 
vocational or avcoaf 1 rmsi ‘ activities** (Berger
and others*. 1931: 65}
754* ^Appreciation of toe work of scientific research*** 
(Bc-riger and ethers* 1931: 65)

